**2009 Moving to Work Conference**

**Washington Plaza Hotel**
**April 28 – 30, 2009**

**Sponsored by:**
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
and
Optimal Solutions Group, LLC

---

**Day 1 – Tuesday, April 28, 2009**

**8:00 am**  **Registration**  **Foyer**
*Pick up registration materials; sign up for concurrent sessions; order and pre-pay for today’s lunch.*

**9:00 am**  **Welcome**  **Federal Room**
Paula O. Blunt/Dominique Blom  
General Deputy Assistant Secretary/Deputy Assistant Secretary  
Office of Public and Indian Housing

**9:30 am**  **Review Agenda and Logistical Information**  **Federal Room**
Marianne Nazzaro  
MTW Coordinator, HUD

**9:45 am**  **Developing Rent Reform Initiatives**  **Federal Room**
Ivan M. Pour  
MTW Program Director, HUD

**10:00 am**  **Break**  **Foyer**

**10:15 am**  **Small Group Discussions on Rent Reform Initiatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Housing Authority</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Portage Metropolitan Housing Authority</td>
<td>Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Limits and Rent Structures Developed to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Encourage Employment and Self-Sufficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Housing Authority of Tulare County</td>
<td>Jefferson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flat Rents, Flat Subsidies and Time Limits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Delaware State Housing Authority</td>
<td>Franklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Limits, Rent Caps and Escrow Accounts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Housing Authority of the County of San Mateo</td>
<td>Monroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiered Rent Structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Laying the Groundwork for Rent Reform</td>
<td>Diplomat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steps to consider when developing alternate rent strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>King County Housing Authority</td>
<td>Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creating Administrative Efficiencies, Removing Disincentives to Increasing Income, and Promoting Self-Sufficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Day 1 – April 28, 2009 – Continued

11:30 Debrief on Rent Reform Discussions
Facilitator
Ivan M. Pour, MTW Program Director

12:30 pm Lunch
Each MTW Agency will have an opportunity to meet with its MTW Coordinator and other HUD staff to answer agency-specific questions related to its Annual MTW Plans and Reports, the Standard MTW Agreement, MTW site visits, proposed initiatives and any other topics important to the Agency.

Afternoon Concurrent Sessions

2:00 pm Using MTW Flexibility in the Development Process
PHA Participants:
Charlotte Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Luci Blackburn, MTW Coordinator

Incentivizing Employment with MTW
PHA Participants:
Atlanta Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Anice Schervish, ROSS Program Manager

Evaluating Voucher-Only MTW Initiatives
PHA Participants:
Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development
HUD Resource:
Sarah Gibson, Abt Associates

Using MTW to Develop Successful Homeownership Programs
PHA Participants:
Minneapolis Public Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Ron Atkielski, Optimal Solutions Group

Using MTW when Project Basing Vouchers
HUD Resource:
Ivan M. Pour, MTW Program Director

Q & A on Attachment B: Sections V & VI – MTW Activities
HUD Resource:
Marianne Nazzaro, MTW Coordinator
Day 1 – April 28, 2009 – Continued

3:30 pm  Break  Foyer

3:45 pm  Project Based Vouchers - Disposition of Property  Jefferson
PHA Participants:
Keene Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Tamara Gray, Deputy Director, Special Applications Center

Integrating Residents into the Planning Process  Monroe
PHA Participants:
Minneapolis Public Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Luci Blackburn, MTW Coordinator

Evaluating MTW Initiatives –  Washington
Atlanta Housing Authority’s Benchmarking Study
PHA Participants:
Thomas “Danny” Boston Ph.D., Consultant to the Atlanta Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Michelle Wood, Abt Associates

MTW and Operating and Capital Fund Financing  Adams
PHA Participants:
Pittsburgh Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Kevin Gallagher, Office of Capital Improvements

Control Experiments  Franklin
HUD Resource:
Jennifer Stoloff, Office of Policy Development and Research

Q & A – Sources and Uses of Funds  Diplomat
HUD Resource:
Ivan M. Pour, MTW Program Director

6:00 pm  Informal Social Gathering
15ria – located at 1515 Rhode Island Avenue
Please see the flyer in your registration folder for information and directions.
Day 2 – Wednesday, April 29, 2009

8:15 am Intro to Block Granting (Optional)   Monroe
   Ivan M. Pour, MTW Program Director

9:00 am Developing Outcome Measures  Federal Room
   Marianne Nazzaro, MTW Coordinator

9:30 am Informal Break  Foyer

9:45 am Small Group Discussion on Developing Outcome Measures
   by Statutory Objective

   Greater cost-efficiency of federal expenditures:
   Group 1 – Block Granting of Funds  Washington
   Group 2 – Energy Efficient Strategies  Diplomat

   Incentivize families to achieve self-sufficiency:
   Group 3 – Work Requirements  Monroe
   Group 4 – Rent Reform using Time Limits and Escrow Accounts  Franklin

   Increase Housing Choice:
   Group 5 – Project Based Assistance  Jefferson
   Group 6 – Housing and Neighborhood Quality  Adams

11:30 am Debrief  Federal Room

12:30 pm Lunch (on your own)

Afternoon Concurrent Sessions

2:00 pm Resident Initiatives that Further MTW Objectives  Monroe
   PHA Participants:
   Chicago Housing Authority
   Resource:
   Ron Ashford, Director of HOPE VI Community and Supportive Services

   MTW and Energy Efficiency  Franklin
   PHA Participants:
   Cambridge Housing Authority, District of Columbia Housing Authority
   HUD Resource:
   Dick Santangelo, Public Housing Management and Occupancy Division
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Developing a Local Asset Management Strategy

Jefferson
PHA Participants:
King County Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Greg Byrne, Director, Financial Management Division, Real Estate Assessment Center

Creating Partnerships to Help End Homelessness

Washington
PHA Participants:
Portage Metropolitan Housing Authority,
San Mateo County Housing Authority,
Lawrence Douglas County Housing Authority
HUD Resource:
Ron Atkielski, Optimal Solutions Group

Developing Baselines and Benchmarks

Adams
HUD Resource:
Jennifer Stoloff, Office of Policy Development and Research

Q & A on Impact Analysis and Hardship Policy Development

Diplomat
Resource:
Michelle Wood, Abt Associates

3:30 pm Break

Foyer

3:45 pm Executive Directors Meeting

Franklin

HUD Field Staff Meeting

Diplomat

Marketing MTW to Critical Stakeholders

Adams
HUD Resource:
Sarah Gibson, Abt Associates

Evaluating the Effects of MTW Policy Changes on Neighborhoods, Local Communities and Agency Operations

Monroe
Resource:
Thomas “Danny” Boston Ph.D., Consultant to the Atlanta Housing Authority

Assembling Quality MTW Plans and Reports

Washington
HUD Resource:
Laurel Davis, Optimal Solutions Group

5:15 pm Day Concludes
Day 3 – Thursday, April 30, 2009

8:15 am  Developing an Alternate PHAS Scoring Methodology (Optional)  Federal Room
Ivan M. Pour, MTW Program Director

9:00 am  Panel – Using MTW Flexibility to Work through Troubled Economic Times  Federal Room
Facilitator:
Marianne Nazzaro, MTW Coordinator

Panelists:
Bob Boyd, Minneapolis Public Housing Authority
Sharon Wilson Geno, Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll, LLP
Ivan M. Pour, MTW Program Director

10:00 am  Break  Foyer

10:15 am  Conference Feedback – Questions/Comments  Federal Room
Facilitator:
Marianne Nazzaro, MTW Coordinator

Panelists:
Dominique Blom, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Public Housing Investments
Milan Ozdinec, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Public Housing and Voucher Programs
Bessy Kong, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Policy, Program and Legislation Initiatives
J. David Reeves, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Real Estate Assessment Center
Greg Byrne, Director, Financial Management Division, Real Estate Assessment Center
Ivan M. Pour, MTW Program Director

11:30 am  Closing Remarks  Federal Room
Dominique Blom
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Public Housing Investments

12:00 pm  Conference Concludes
Small Group Discussions on Rent Reform Initiatives

Time Limits and Rent Structures Developed to Encourage Employment and Self-Sufficiency – The Portage Example
Upon entering the MTW Demonstration in 1999, Portage Metropolitan Housing Authority (PMHA) took an early role in initiating rent reform activities. PMHA’s rent reforms have focused on assisting homeless families, time limits, and modifying rent structure to enable resident progress towards increased self-sufficiency. These approaches have produced successes, but as county demographics have changed in recent years, PMHA has noticed a need to change these policies to better address current dynamics. In this session, PMHA will review their initial MTW rent reform policies and the associated successes and lessons learned. PMHA will also discuss the agency’s planning process for its new rent reform initiatives and the anticipated outcomes of these new initiatives, slated to take effect this summer.

Flat Rents, Flat Subsidies and Time Limits – The Tulare Example
The Housing Authority of Tulare County (HATC) operates with the goal of being a housing provider to as many low-income families as possible. To further that goal, in 1999 the agency instituted a 5-year time limit on participants in both its public housing and Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) programs. This time limit allows the agency to provide assistance to a greater number of families, while at the same time helping to avoid lifelong and generational use of housing assistance. HATC couples time limits with flat rents in the public housing program and flat subsidies in the HCV program. These structures are simpler for tenants to understand and ease the administrative burden for HATC staff. In this session, HATC staff will review the success, challenges, and lessons learned associated with this initiative.

Time Limits, Rent Caps and Escrow Accounts – The Delaware Example
The Delaware State Housing Authority (DSHA) helps residents to enter the private market through its use of time limited assistance, rent contribution caps, and resident savings accounts. These complimentary program components help residents achieve self-sufficiency by providing them with incentives to seek long-term employment while generating a personal financial management mindset focused on saving for the future. Staff from DSHA will provide an overview of the core components of this policy and their interaction. DSHA also will discuss the impacts of this policy on its residents and the lessons learned by the agency in implementing the policy.
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Tiered Rent Structure – The San Mateo Example
The Housing Authority of the County of San Mateo (HACSM) proposed an innovative tiered rent structure for its Housing Choice Voucher program in the agency’s FY09 Annual MTW Plan. HACSM’s development of this initiative provides an example for other MTW agencies of how to thoroughly analyze rent reform options to develop a policy that is well suited to local factors. HACSM’s development of this policy was grounded in the thorough consideration of both the positive and negative impacts of the tiered rent structure, allowing the agency to tweak the policy to improve effectiveness prior to implementation. Staff from HACSM will provide an overview of this proposed policy, including the impetus for its development, the planning process, resident and stakeholder perceptions, and the anticipated future impacts.

Laying the Groundwork for Rent Reform
MTW agencies are required to establish a reasonable rent policy that is designed to encourage employment and self-sufficiency by participating families, consistent with the purpose of the MTW demonstration. This session will review the critical steps to consider when developing alternate rent strategies. From considering agency needs and goals, to developing a proposed strategy, obtaining public input, and tweaking the strategy to local dynamics -- this session will help housing authorities to develop the necessary plan to build a strong foundation for MTW rent reform initiatives.

Creating Administrative Efficiencies, Removing Disincentives to Increasing Income, and Promoting Self-Sufficiency – The King County Example
In 2008, the King County Housing Authority (KCHA) embarked on an ambitious plan to implement a multi-phase overhaul of its public housing and Housing Choice Voucher rent policies, entitled ‘Easy Rent’. The first phase of Easy Rent has been implemented and only impacts the elderly and disabled residents, which represents 1/3 of KCHA’s total resident population. Over 95 percent of KCHA’s elderly and disabled residents are on fixed incomes, so KCHA has been able to reduce the administrative burden (both staff time and financial costs) by simplifying rent deductions and implementing three-year recertifications for elderly and disabled residents. Using the administrative savings that result from the first phase, KCHA is in the planning stages of the second phase of Easy Rent. In the second phase, KCHA will work with its residents and stakeholders to develop rent policies that remove existing disincentives to increasing income and that promote employment and self-sufficiency for non-elderly/disabled households. In this session, KCHA staff will review the components of the Easy Rent program and the anticipated outcomes. KCHA staff also will discuss the extensive public process being undertaken during the development and implementation of the program.
Using MTW Flexibility in the Development Process
In this session, housing authorities will brainstorm ways to utilize their MTW flexibility in the development process. The Charlotte Housing Authority will share its experiences in trying to create innovative development projects using MTW flexibility, including what issues they were trying to address with MTW and the challenges they have encountered. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.

Incentivizing Employment with MTW
In this session, housing authorities will brainstorm ways to incentivize employment using their MTW flexibilities. The Atlanta Housing Authority has established innovative requirements which have successfully encouraged their residents to obtain employment. AHA will briefly share its experiences, including the issue it wanted to address using these requirements, how residents and stakeholders were involved, which MTW flexibilities were invoked and the challenges that were encountered. Conference participants will have an opportunity to dialogue with each other and brainstorm ways they can use MTW flexibilities to incentivize employment in their own communities. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.

Evaluating Voucher-Only MTW Initiatives
Since implementation nearly 10 years ago there has been limited research into the outcomes of the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development's (DHCD) Moving to Work rental subsidy program. DHCD has been operating two MTW pilots, one in Boston and another in Southern Worcester County since 1999. The current program design provides 182 clients with fixed shallow rental subsidy amounts, support budgets, time limits, and case management to encourage and facilitate self-sufficiency. In addition, the pilots target different populations in different areas. Boston's pilot focuses on homeless households referred from shelter whereas Southern Worcester County primarily enrolls non-homeless working households. Preparing to transition its full HCVP portfolio to MTW status, DHCD has initiated a process of evaluation and learning focused on the pilots. These lessons, which involve data collection processes and program implementation as well as outcomes, will inform the future of the statewide MTW program. This presentation includes preliminary findings from a qualitative and quantitative assessment of both pilots. The research used available baseline and current client data to determine locational, housing quality, income, and employment outcomes. Additionally, focus groups with MTW clients and interviews with administrators were conducted to understand the impact and effectiveness of the program from multiple perspectives. Participants in this session will also have the opportunity to brainstorm ways to measure the impact of the MTW activities that have been implemented in their communities.
Using MTW to Develop Successful Homeownership Programs

In this session, housing authorities will brainstorm ways to develop successful homeownership programs using their MTW flexibility. The Minneapolis Public Housing Authority (MPHA) will share its experience with the Moving Home program, where the MPHA realized that securing MTW authority to apply Housing Choice Vouchers to monthly mortgage payments was a crucial first step. MPHA also faced the formidable task of identifying sources of gap financing to help families secure a mortgage lender and funding for down payments. MPHA program staff worked with Wells Fargo staff to apply for a mortgage loan using the calculation method of combining the family’s monthly income and the Housing Assistance Payment (HAP). Under this system, families received up to five years of HAP to be used for the payment of PITI (which is the principal and interest owing to the mortgage lender for amounts borrowed to purchase the home, real estate taxes, and insurance for the home). Conference participants will have an opportunity to dialogue with these agencies and brainstorm ways they can use MTW flexibilities to develop successful homeownership programs in their own communities. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.

Using MTW when Project Basing Vouchers

Attachment C of the Standard MTW Agreement provides MTW agencies with flexibilities regarding an MTW project-based voucher program. In this session agencies will brainstorm how they could use this authority in their communities and how this approach helps agencies achieve the statutory MTW objectives of increasing the efficiency of federal expenditures or increasing housing options. Agencies are encouraged to share their own experiences in project-basing vouchers and discuss the challenges they encountered. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.

Q & A on Attachment B: Sections V & VI – MTW Activities

Sections V and VI of the Attachment B to the MTW Agreement (Form 50900) require MTW agencies to provide a variety of information related to each proposed and ongoing MTW activity. This session will provide MTW agencies with the opportunity to pose questions regarding how to present this information in Annual MTW Plan and Report submissions. Agencies can also use this question and answer session as an opportunity to discuss with HUD how to establish appropriate metrics for specific MTW activities.

3:45 pm Concurrent Sessions

Project Based Vouchers - Disposition of Property

In this session, the Keene Housing Authority (KHA) will discuss how it used its MTW authority when project-basing its vouchers following the disposition of the majority of its public housing stock. The MTW flexibilities were crucial in how the KHA has navigated the recent economic and financial downturn. Conference participants will have an opportunity to dialogue with the KHA and brainstorm ways they can use MTW flexibilities to when project-basing vouchers in their own communities. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.
Integrating Residents into the Planning Process
In this session, staff of the Minneapolis Public Housing Authority (MPHA) and one of the agency’s resident board members will provide a road map and comprehensive strategies for involving residents in the MTW Plan development process. MPHA will provide suggestions on how to create an effective MTW Resident Advisory Board (RAB) that can work with the PHA to identify needs, address concerns, and create strategies and solutions to the challenges faced by residents and program participants. MPHA will also review methods for soliciting input from other residents, resident organizations, and Section 8 HCV participants about the needs and challenges faced by these groups, as well as how to develop initiatives and opportunities that address the issues identified. Finally, MPHA will review strategies for facilitating input from advocates, key community constituencies, and other stakeholder groups to identify and resolve challenges facing residents and the community in which they live.

Evaluating MTW Initiatives – Atlanta Housing Authority’s Benchmarking Study
Thomas "Danny" Boston is a Professor of Economics at Georgia Tech and CEO of Euquant, an economic and statistical research company. With grant support from the MacArthur Foundation and HUD, and as a consultant to the Atlanta Housing Authority, Dr. Boston has pioneered numerous evaluation techniques that are applicable to measuring MTW outcomes. Consistent with the requirements of Attachment B of the MTW Agreement (Form 50900), the techniques allow PHAs to better determine the effects of MTW policy changes on residents, local communities and agency operations. This session will illustrate the application of those techniques to assess the effects of MTW policies on residents. The techniques rely on readily available administrative data and include “all households and household members” who receive housing assistance over a given time interval. The session will demonstrate how administrative data can be used to evaluate the impact of policy changes. It will demonstrate how one measures the changes in family self-sufficiency and changes in the neighborhood characteristics where families live or relocate to. It will also describe various research designs that allow one to isolate the specific impact of policy changes. Particular attention is given to determining the impact of improvements in housing quality and neighborhood characteristics on socioeconomic mobility of families. The session will also illustrate how residential mobility programs can affect school performance of housing assisted elementary students. This discussion will draw upon actual research results from analyses of the Atlanta Housing Authority.

MTW and Operating and Capital Fund Financing
In this session, agencies will brainstorm how they can use their MTW flexibilities in developing capital fund financing proposals. The Housing Authority of the City of Pittsburgh will share its experiences and discuss any challenges that it involved. Agencies will be able to ask question and brainstorm if similar initiatives could be undertaken in their agencies. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.
Day 1 – April 28, 2009 – 3:45pm Concurrent Sessions – Continued

Control Experiments
One of the most effective ways to evaluate a program is by utilizing a control group. In this session, Jennifer Stoloff of HUD’s Office of Policy Development and Research will review the following process of defining and implementing control groups for MTW activities: 1) Starting with an eligible population, the participants are randomly assigned to a treatment or control group (usually by lottery) – randomization ensures against bias (selection or otherwise); 2) After the two groups are created, the treatment group gets the treatment/intervention and the control group does not; 3) Both groups are followed for the same amount of time and the same data is collected about them; 4) At the end of the observation period, the two groups are compared. In this session, MTW agencies also will have the opportunity to ask questions of PD&R staff on how to best implement this type of process in their respective agency.

Q & A – Sources and Uses of Funds
Section VII of the Attachment B of the MTW Agreement (Form 50900) requires MTW agencies to provide information on the sources and uses of MTW funds, state and local funds, and funds associated with the Central Office Cost Center (COCC). This session will answer questions posed by MTW agencies regarding the common categories of sources and uses, other possible categories, and how this information can most clearly and easily be presented in Annual MTW Plan and Report submissions. In this session, participants will discuss draft guidance on how MTW agencies should submit this information in their Annual MTW Plans and Reports.

Day 2 – Wednesday, April 29, 2009

8:15 am – Intro to Block Granting (Optional)
Public housing operating funds, Housing Choice Voucher funds, and capital funds can be combined by MTW agencies into a single-fund budget known as the MTW block grant. Under the MTW block grant, MTW agencies are allowed to move funding between programs to address the needs of residents and the agency. This optional session will provide an overview of the block granting process and will review the experiences of existing MTW block grant agencies in using block grant funding flexibility to accomplish the statutory goals of the MTW demonstration. The session will also discuss the need for transparency in reporting on the movement of funds and the resulting uses.
Day 2 – April 29, 2009 – 2:00pm Concurrent Sessions

Resident Initiatives that Further MTW Objectives
Working with both residents and stakeholders is key to creating successful initiatives and meeting the goals of the Moving to Work demonstration. The Chicago Housing Authority (CHA) has adopted numerous policies that promote the achievement of the MTW statutory objectives; for instance, in FY 2008 CHA adopted and in FY 2009 CHA implemented a work requirement policy to better address resident issues related to self-sufficiency. In this session, CHA will discuss the case management and workforce development programming created through its participation in the MTW demonstration. The services delivered by CHA and through its partnerships aim to advance self-sufficiency and address the unique needs of public housing residents. Through collaborations with local and national community-based organizations CHA continues to promote the well being of Chicago public housing residents. The MTW demonstration has provided CHA with distinct program flexibilities, which have resulted in the delivery of unique services offerings that would otherwise not be available. From the inception of the Plan for Transformation, CHA, in tangent with community partners, has been able to provide low-income Chicagoans the opportunity to receive these services offerings.

MTW and Energy Efficiency
During this session, agencies will brainstorm how they could use their MTW flexibilities to develop energy efficient strategies. The Cambridge Housing Authority and the District of Columbia Housing Authority will share their experiences in developing innovative energy savings strategies, including whether MTW flexibilities were invoked, the challenges encountered and how they were overcome. Agencies will be able to ask questions and brainstorm if similar initiatives could be undertaken in their agencies. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.

Developing a Local Asset Management Strategy
Under the First Amendment of the Standard MTW Agreement, MTW Agencies are authorized to develop a local asset management program. The King County Housing Authority (KCHA) has developed an alternate asset management strategy and will discuss its strategy, including the issue it was trying to resolve, how it used its MTW authorizations, the challenges it encountered and how they were overcome. KCHA will detail the financial model the agency developed to account for its MTW funding and how the agency allocated the amounts to its AMPs to simplify accounting and eliminate transfers between properties. Conference participants will have an opportunity to ask questions and to brainstorm other alternate asset management strategies that could work in their agencies. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.
Creating Partnerships to Help End Homelessness
In this session, housing authorities will brainstorm ways to create partnerships to help end homelessness. Three housing authorities, including Portage Metropolitan Housing Authority, Housing Authority of the County of San Mateo, Lawrence Douglas County Housing Authority, have developed strong networks with the service providers in their communities and they will briefly share how these partnerships were created, whether or not MTW flexibilities had to be invoked, and the impact that these partnerships have had on people who are homeless in their specific communities. Conference participants will have an opportunity to dialogue with these agencies and brainstorm ways they can use MTW flexibilities to serve the needs of the homeless in their own communities. The session will also include a discussion on how to evaluate the proposed MTW initiatives and how to measure the cost of the activity.

Developing Baselines and Benchmarks
This session will provide participants with a clear understanding of how to establish appropriate baseline measurements and associated benchmarks for MTW activities, as required by Section V of Attachment B of the MTW Agreement (Form 50900). Jennifer Stoloff of HUD’s Office of Policy Development and Research will review critical issues in the development process, including: the definitions of key terminology and concepts, critical questions to consider, and how to determine appropriate metrics. Examples of MTW activities will be used to illustrate the process to participants. At the end of the session, participants will have a clear understanding of what must be considered when developing baselines – a clear idea of what is being measured and what metrics will be used. The session will stress the key fact that the more specific and quantifiable an agency is in considering activities, the easier it will be to figure out what data should be collected to create effective baselines and benchmarks.

Q & A on Impact Analysis and Hardship Policy Development
Section V of the Attachment B of the MTW Agreement (Form 50900) requires MTW agencies develop a hardship policy and conduct an impact analysis for any rent reform activity that is proposed. HUD has developed draft guidance and will solicit agency feedback from conference participants in this session. The following key questions will be discussed: What do the terms hardship policy and impact analysis actually mean? What questions can be answered via these reporting mechanisms? How can agencies develop an effective yet manageable way of executing these requirements using existing resources?

3:45 pm Concurrent Sessions
Executive Directors Meeting
This session provides an opportunity for the Executive Directors of MTW PHAs to meet and discuss common issues of concern. No formal agenda is set for this conversation. Please note that this session is open ONLY to Executive Directors and Senior PHA Staff.

HUD Field Staff Meeting
In this session, HUD staff will have the opportunity to meet and discuss pertinent MTW-related issues. Please note that this session is open ONLY to HUD Staff.
Marketing MTW to Critical Stakeholders
Marketing the outcomes of MTW initiatives is critical to effecting permanent changes in federal housing policy. This session will build upon the MTW marketing discussion during the 2008 MTW Conference to see what changes agencies have made to their marketing efforts. The participants also will discuss next steps in the implementation of a MTW marketing strategy and how to most effectively convey the successes of MTW to key stakeholders.

Evaluating the Effects of MTW Policy Changes on Neighborhoods, Local Communities and Agency Operations
This session will focus on how to evaluate the effects of MTW policy changes on neighborhoods, local communities and agency operations. It will illustrate how spatial analysis can be integrated with statistical and descriptive analysis to better illustrate policy outcomes. This session will also demonstrate how to identify the attributes that define the characteristics of neighborhoods and how one measures the change in those attributes over time. A critical outcome of the assessment is the ability to measure the impact of MTW policy initiatives on neighborhood quality and the capability of evaluating whether and how access to better neighborhoods improves residents’ socioeconomic attainment. A Benefit-Cost Analysis of mixed-income revitalization will be illustrated. This session will draw upon actual research results from analyses of the Atlanta Housing Authority and Chicago Housing Authority. Thomas "Danny" Boston is a Professor of Economics at Georgia Tech and CEO of Euquant, an economic and statistical research company. With grant support from the MacArthur Foundation and HUD, and as a consultant to the Atlanta Housing Authority, Dr. Boston has pioneered numerous evaluation techniques that are applicable to measuring MTW outcomes. Consistent with the requirements of Attachment B of the MTW Agreement (Form 50900), the techniques allow PHAs to better determine the effects of MTW policy changes on residents, local communities and agency operations.

Assembling Quality MTW Plans and Reports
The Attachment B of the MTW Agreement (Form 50900) lists the reporting requirements that MTW agencies must follow for the submission of Annual MTW Plans and Annual MTW Reports. This session will address elements required under Form 50900 and how they can be effectively presented in MTW Plans/Reports. Excerpts of model MTW Plans/Reports submitted in the new format will be provided. Additionally, tips will be given on how agencies can improve the clarity and readability of their MTW Plans/Reports. By utilizing effective presentation methods, HUD and the MTW agencies will provide clear information to the residents and stakeholders in their communities, Congress and the public housing industry.
Day 3 – Thursday, April 30, 2009

8:15 am – Developing an Alternate PHAS Scoring Methodology (Optional)
Under the Standard MTW Agreement, MTW agencies can choose not to be scored in the Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS) or its successor system. However, such agencies will not be eligible for high performer status unless they elect to be scored. Some of the MTW agencies currently designated as high performers have requested authority in their Attachment D to develop an alternate scoring methodology for HUD’s consideration. This optional session will explore ideas for an alternate PHAS scoring methodology that would take into consideration MTW flexibilities and better assess the performance of MTW PHAs.

9:00 am – Panel – Using MTW Flexibility to Work through Troubled Economic Times
As our nation’s economy faces unprecedented challenges, MTW provides participating agencies with a special set of tools for addressing the challenges. In this panel session, Bob Boyd of the Minneapolis Public Housing Authority will review the agency’s innovative foreclosure prevention program. Panelists Sharon Wilson Geno of Ballard Spahr Andrews & Ingersoll, LLP and Ivan Pour, the MTW Program Director, will provide insight as to what other MTW PHAs are doing to address economic changes and to increase the number of individuals they can assist. The panel will then field questions from participants and the conference participants will brainstorm possible ways that MTW can be used to address the impacts of our current economic conditions.

10:15 am – Conference Feedback – Questions/Comments
During this Q & A panel session, senior PIH staff will be available to answer any outstanding questions that conference participants may have.
Amended and Restated Moving to Work Agreement

This Amended and Restated Moving to Work Demonstration Agreement (Restated Agreement) is entered into on this ___ day of ____ by and between the United States of America through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the [Name of Public Housing Authority] (Agency). The term of this Agreement shall begin on the Date of Execution by HUD and shall continue until the end of the Agency’s 2018 Fiscal Year, subject to meeting the evaluation criteria described in Section IV, unless such term is otherwise extended by HUD; and

WHEREAS, Section 204 of the Omnibus Consolidated Rescissions and Appropriations Act of 1996 (Pub. L. 104-134) (1996 Appropriations Act) establishes the statutory framework known as the Public Housing/Section 8 Moving to Work (MTW) demonstration program; and

WHEREAS, Section 204(a) of the 1996 Appropriations Act provides that public housing agencies that administer Section 8 and public housing (Agencies) and the Secretary of HUD (Secretary) shall have the flexibility to design and test various approaches for providing and administering housing assistance that: 1) reduce cost and achieve greater cost effectiveness in Federal expenditures; 2) give incentives to families with children whose heads of household are either working, seeking work, or are participating in job training, educational or other programs that assist in obtaining employment and becoming economically self-sufficient; and 3) increase housing choices for low-income families (the three statutory objectives); and

WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 204(a) of the 1996 Appropriations Act, HUD may permit Agencies to combine funds appropriated under sections 8 and 9 of the 1937 Act, and may exempt Agencies from provisions of the 1937 Act and implementing regulations thereunder pertaining to Public and Indian Housing and section 8 voucher assistance; and

WHEREAS, the Secretary determined that the Agency satisfies the Secretary’s selection criteria and selected the Agency to participate in MTW; and

WHEREAS, on [the ___ day of ___], HUD and the Agency executed an MTW Agreement, and on [the ___ day of ___], HUD and the Agency executed an MTW Amendment, and on [the ___ day of ___], HUD and the Agency executed an MTW Extension, (collectively known as the Original MTW Agreement) governing the terms and conditions under which HUD authorizes the Agency to participate in MTW; and

WHEREAS, the parties have previously entered into one or more Annual Contributions Contracts (ACCs) setting forth the terms and conditions under which the Agency participates in the public housing and/or Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher programs administered by HUD; and

WHEREAS, the parties agree to execute this Restated Agreement, which hereby amends and replaces any Original MTW Agreement between HUD and the Agency; and
WHEREAS, it is a goal of the MTW demonstration to design and test innovative methods of providing housing and delivering services to low-income families in an efficient and cost effective manner, and HUD and the Agency agree to fully cooperate with each other in order to make the demonstration a success;

NOW, THEREFORE, in reliance upon and in consideration of the mutual representations and obligations hereunder, the parties do agree as follows:

I. Statutory Authorizations

A. This Restated Agreement amends and replaces the Original MTW Agreement between HUD and the Agency. This Restated Agreement waives certain provisions of the United States Housing Act of 1937, as amended (1937 Act), and HUD’s implementing requirements and regulations thereunder, as are set forth in the Statement of Authorizations (Attachment C), and the Legacy and Community-Specific Authorizations (Attachment D) only to the extent they are necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan. Except as noted in Section I.B. below, this Restated Agreement supersedes the terms and conditions of one or more ACCs between the Agency and HUD, to the extent necessary for the Agency to implement its MTW demonstration initiatives as laid out in the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan, as approved by HUD.

B. Notwithstanding the preceding authority waiving certain provisions of the 1937 Act as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan, the following provisions of the 1937 Act, as otherwise applicable, shall continue to apply to the Agency and/or assistance received pursuant to the 1937 Act:

1. The terms “low-income families” and “very low-income families” shall continue to be defined by reference to Section 3(b)(2) of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. § 1437a(b)(2));

2. Section 12 of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. § 1437j), as amended, shall apply to housing assisted under the demonstration, other than housing assisted solely due to occupancy by families receiving tenant-based assistance; and

3. Section 18 of the 1937 Act (42 U.S.C. § 1437p, as amended by Section 1002(d) of Public Law 104-19, Section 201(b)(1) of Public Law 104-134, and Section 201(b) of Public Law 104-202), governing demolition and disposition, shall continue to apply to public housing notwithstanding any use of the housing under MTW.

C. This Restated Agreement only waives certain provisions of the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. Other federal, state and local requirements applicable to public housing shall continue to apply notwithstanding any term contained in this Restated Agreement or any Authorization granted thereunder. Accordingly, if any requirement applicable to public housing, outside of the 1937 Act, contains a provision that conflicts or is inconsistent with any authorization granted in this Restated Agreement, the MTW Agency remains subject to the terms of that requirement. Such requirements include, but are not limited to, the following: Appropriations Acts,
competitive HUD notices of funding availability under which the Agency has received an award, state and local laws, Federal statutes other than the 1937 Act, and OMB Circulars and requirements (including regulations promulgated by HUD thereunder in 24 C.F.R. part 85).

D. The MTW Agency is authorized to conduct activities in accordance with the Statement of Authorizations (Attachment C) and in accordance with the Legacy and Community-Specific Authorizations (Attachment D), as applicable. In the event of a conflict between Attachment C and Attachment D, the authorizations in Attachment D will supersede those in Attachment C.

E. Notwithstanding any provision set forth in this Restated Agreement, including without limitations, the term of years and all extensions, renewals and options, and the terms set forth herein otherwise, any federal law that amends, modifies, or changes the aforementioned term of years and/or other terms of this Restated Agreement shall supersede this Restated Agreement such that the provisions of the law shall apply as set forth in the law.

II. Requirements and Covenants

A. The amount of assistance received under sections 8 or 9 of the 1937 Act by an Agency participating in the demonstration shall not be diminished by the Agency’s participation in the MTW demonstration.

B. The Agency agrees that any HUD assistance that the Agency is authorized to use under the MTW demonstration shall be used in accordance with the Agency’s Annual MTW Plans, as may be applicable. The Agency hereby certifies that the Agency’s governing board has approved this Restated Agreement, and each Annual MTW Plan issued prior to the date hereof, as applicable, and that a copy of each such board approval has been provided to HUD.

C. The Agency shall hold at least one public hearing per Annual MTW submission, and make the Annual MTW Plan available for public comment for at least thirty (30) days. The Agency agrees to take into account public comments on the program design, including comments from current tenants/participants, to the extent such comments were provided.

D. The Agency shall: (i) ensure that at least 75 percent of the families assisted are very low-income families, as defined in section 3(b)(2) of the 1937 Act, (ii) assist substantially the same total number of eligible low-income families under MTW, as would have been served absent the demonstration, and (iii) maintain a comparable mix of families by family size, as would have been served or assisted had the amounts not been used under the demonstration.

E. When providing public housing, the Agency will ensure that it is safe, decent, sanitary, and in good repair, according to an inspection protocol established or approved by the Secretary. This in no way precludes the Agency from modifying its own inspection
protocol as authorized in Attachments C and/or D as long as such protocol meets the housing quality standards established or approved by the Secretary.¹

F. The Agency agrees to keep project level budgeting and accounting, report financial statements in the Financial Data Schedule (FDS)², and abide by project level management reviews and fees. The Agency will conform to OMB Circular A-87 and the HUD definition of reasonable fees as defined in 24 CFR part 990, and HUD’s Financial Management Guidebook 7475.1 and Supplement, as they may be amended.

G. HUD will not score the Agency under HUD’s Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS) or HUD’s Section Eight Management Assessment Program (SEMAP), or their successor systems, unless the Agency elects to be scored. If the Agency elects to be scored, the agency will continue to be scored for the duration of the demonstration.

H. The Agency agrees to cooperate fully with HUD and its contractors in the monitoring and evaluation of the MTW demonstration, to keep records, and to submit reports and other information to HUD as described in the Restated Agreement.

I. The Agency shall comply with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other related federal laws and authorities identified in 24 C.F.R. Part 50 or Part 58, as applicable.

J. The Agency will comply with all applicable nondiscrimination and equal opportunity requirements set forth in 24 C.F.R. § 5.105(a), and will administer its programs and activities in a manner affirmatively to further fair housing. In particular, the Agency must make reasonable accommodations needed by applicants and residents and must make units accessible in accordance with the Needs Assessment and Transition Plan as required under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and its implementing regulations.

K. The Agency will comply with the terms of any applicable court orders or Voluntary Compliance Agreements that are in existence or may come into existence during the term of the Agreement. The Agency further agrees that it will cooperate fully with any investigation by the HUD Office of Inspector General or any other investigative and law enforcement agencies of the U.S. Government.

L. Unless otherwise provided herein, this Restated Agreement does not apply to Section 8 assistance that is required:

1. To meet existing contractual obligations of the Agency to a third party (such as Housing Assistance Payment contracts with owners under the Agency’s Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher program);

2. For payments to other public housing authorities under Section 8 portability billing procedures; or

¹ Agencies are still subject to state and local building codes, and housing codes, and state and local public housing law on inspections.
² The Agency agrees to comply with FDS submission requirements, including the requirement to submit project level financial data in the FDS.
3. To meet particular purposes for which HUD has expressly committed the assistance to the Agency.

The aforementioned covenants made by the Agency are not exclusive, as the Agency must also comply with all requirements applicable to public housing other than both those provisions of the 1937 Act, as amended from time to time, and its implementing regulations specifically waived by the Authorizations contained in this Restated Agreement.

III. Rent Reform Initiatives

The Agency shall establish a reasonable rent policy that is designed to encourage employment and self-sufficiency by participating families, consistent with the purpose of this demonstration. In developing its rent policy, the Agency must adopt a policy for addressing hardship cases. To meet the Department’s purposes of evaluating the MTW demonstration, Agencies may randomly assign new participants into the MTW group, which will provide an alternate program/rent structure, and into a control group, which will continue to operate under the 1937 Act requirements, and collect useful participant data at the point of random assignment.

IV. Evaluation

A. HUD will consider the following criteria when evaluating whether this Agency shall continue in the MTW Demonstration:

1. The Agency is in compliance with this Restated Agreement.

2. The Annual MTW Plans and Reports have been satisfactorily completed and submitted in a timely manner, consistent with this Restated Agreement; and

3. The Agency has demonstrated, through the Annual MTW Plan and Report, that it has used its MTW designation (i.e., engaged in MTW Activities), as set forth in Section 204 of the 1996 Appropriations Act.

B. If, after the evaluation during FY 2011 and FY 2014, HUD determines that the Agency fails to meet the above criteria, HUD can terminate this Restated Agreement.

V. Amendments and Continuation of Activities

A. Amendment of this Restated Agreement. This Restated Agreement may be further amended upon mutual agreement of the Agency and HUD. Proposed amendments by the Agency to the Restated Agreement shall be submitted in writing to HUD’s Office of Public and Indian Housing, or its successor, only after the Agency has conducted a public hearing, considered comments from the hearing in drafting the proposed amendment, and obtained an approval from the Agency’s Board of Commissioners or Directors, as applicable. HUD will respond to the Agency in writing to either approve and execute or disapprove the amendment request. The Statement of Authorizations (Attachment C) may be unilaterally amended by HUD only in order to add to the existing authorizations. The Legacy and Community-Specific Authorizations (Attachment D) may be amended upon mutual agreement between HUD and the Agency. In the event of a conflict between Attachment C and Attachment D, the authorizations in Attachment D supersede the authorizations in Attachment C.
B. Amendment of the Annual MTW Plan. Amendments to the Annual MTW Plan only need to be made if the proposed MTW activity falls outside the scope of the HUD-approved Annual MTW Plan. An MTW activity is defined as an activity that an Agency participating in the MTW demonstration is authorized to undertake only by means of invoking an authorization included in Attachment C or Attachment D of this Restated Agreement, as opposed to an activity that a non-MTW agency could undertake pursuant to the conventional public housing and Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher programs’ statutory and regulatory requirements. Proposed amendments by the Agency to the Annual MTW Plan shall be submitted in writing to HUD’s Office of Public and Indian Housing, or its successor, only after the Agency has conducted a public hearing, considered comments from the hearing in drafting the proposed amendment, and obtained an approval from the Agency’s Board of Commissioners or Directors, as applicable. HUD will respond in writing to either approve or disapprove the amendment request.

The letter requesting any amendment to the Annual MTW Plan should include the following information in relation to the proposed MTW Activity:

1. Description of the proposed activity;
2. Description of how the activity relates to at least one of the three statutory objectives;
3. Identification and discussion of the anticipated impact of the proposed MTW activity on the stated objective;
4. Description of the baselines and benchmarks that the Agency will use to measure the performance and progress of the MTW activities;
5. Description of the data collection process and metrics the Agency will use to measure how this activity will achieve one or more of the MTW statutory objectives; and
6. The specific provision of the 1937 Act or regulation that is waived under MTW that authorized the Agency to make this change, when applicable.

C. Continuation of Activities.

1. Not later than one year prior to expiration of this Restated Agreement, the Agency shall submit a transition plan to HUD. It is the Agency’s responsibility to plan in such a manner that it will be able to end all features of the MTW Plan upon expiration of the Agreement, as HUD cannot guarantee that it will be able to extend any features of the Plan. The transition plan shall describe plans for phasing out of such authorizations/features. The plan shall also include any proposals of authorizations/features of the Restated Agreement that the Agency wishes to continue beyond the expiration of the Restated Agreement. The Agency shall specify the proposed duration, and shall provide justification for extension of such authorization/features. HUD will respond to the Agency in writing in a timely manner. Only authorizations/features specifically approved for extension shall continue beyond the term of the MTW Restated Agreement.
The extended features shall remain in effect only for the duration and in the manner specified in the approved transition plan.

2. HUD will review and respond to timely-submitted transition plans within 75 days or they are deemed approved. To the extent that HUD has questions or feedback within this 75-day period, HUD will transmit such information within a sufficient time period for the Agency to respond and for HUD to approve a transition plan within 75 days of submission of the plan.

VI. Funding

A. Funding Methodology. During the term of the MTW demonstration, HUD will provide the Agency with public housing operating subsidies, and modernization or capital funds (including development and replacement housing factor funds), and with tenant-based Section 8 assistance, as provided in Attachment A. If the Agency’s Attachment A does not describe the funding methodology for any of these funding streams, the Agency’s funding will be calculated according to standard HUD calculations of Agency benefits.

B. Funding Disbursements. The Agency will receive its public housing operating subsidy and Section 8 tenant-based funding in accordance with the following calculation and disbursement requirements:

1. Operating Fund subsidies

   a. HUD shall calculate the allocation of Operating Fund subsidies to the Agency in accordance with Attachment A.

   b. The Agency may use these funds for any eligible activity permissible under Section 9(e)(1) of the 1937 Act or, if the Agency proposes to use the funding as part of a block grant in its Annual MTW Plan, it may use these funds for any eligible activity permissible under Section 8(o), 9(d)(1) and 9(e)(1) consistent with this MTW Restated Agreement.

2. Capital Funds and Other Grants

   a. HUD shall calculate the allocation of Capital Fund grants (including replacement housing factor fund grants) to the Agency in accordance with Attachment A. Capital Funds will be disbursed in accordance with standard HUD procedures for the disbursement of public housing Capital Fund Grants.

      (i) In requisitioning grant funds, the Agency will not be required to provide line item detail, but will request the funds using a single MTW line item; provided however, that the Agency may not accelerate draw downs of funds in order to fund reserves.
(ii) The Agency may use these funds for any eligible activity permissible under Section 9(d)(1) of the 1937 Act, or if the Agency proposes to use the funding as part of a block grant in its Annual MTW Plan, it may use these funds for any eligible activity permissible under Section 8(o), 9(d)(1) and 9(e)(1) consistent with this MTW Restated Agreement.

(iii) The Agency is subject to the requirements of Section 9(j) of the 1937 Act with respect to its Capital Fund Grants.

b. Section 8 Tenant-Based Assistance

   (i) HUD shall calculate the allocation of Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher funding to the Agency in accordance with Attachment A.

   (ii) The Agency may use tenant-based Section 8 funds included in the MTW block grant for any eligible activity permissible under Section 8(o) of the 1937 Act or, if the Agency proposes to use the funding as part of a block grant in its Annual MTW Plan, it may use the funds for any eligible activity permissible under Section 8(o), 9(d)(1) and 9(e)(1) consistent with this MTW Restated Agreement.

c. The Agency may submit for HUD consideration and approval alternative schedules for disbursement of public housing operating subsidy and Section 8 tenant-based funding to reduce the number of transactions and to address the time lag between making Housing Assistance Payments (HAP) for the large number of Section 8 participants from other jurisdictions (portables) and reimbursement by those jurisdictions. An Agency’s request for consideration and approval of an alternative schedule for disbursement shall be subject to certain administrative limitations, such as only one request will be allowed per year.

VII. Administrative Responsibilities

A. Annual MTW Planning and Reporting

   1. Annual MTW Plans

      a. If the Agency has ten percent or more of its housing stock in MTW, the Agency will prepare and submit an Annual MTW Plan, in accordance with Attachment B, or equivalent HUD form as approved by OMB, in lieu of the Five (5) year and Annual Plans required by Section 5A of the 1937 Act.

      b. If the Agency has less than ten percent of its housing stock in MTW, the Agency will continue to complete the Five-Year and Annual Plans required by Section 5A of the 1937 Act. The Agency will also complete a Supplemental Annual MTW Plan, based on Attachment B, or equivalent HUD form as approved by OMB. Only information not included in either
the Five-Year Plan or the Annual Plan will need to be included in the Supplemental Annual MTW Plan (herein also referred to as the Annual MTW Plan).

c. Three (3) copies of the Annual MTW Plan shall be submitted to HUD: one copy will be provided to HUD Headquarters in hard-copy, one copy to HUD Headquarters in electronic format (i.e., PDF, or Word), and one copy to the Agency’s local HUD Field Office.

d. The Annual MTW Plan is due not later than seventy-five (75) days prior to the start of the Agency’s fiscal year, unless otherwise approved by HUD, except in the first year of this Restated Agreement the Agency may submit an amendment to its MTW Plan if it wants to implement initiatives prior to the due date of the subsequent MTW Plan.

e. Attachment B of this Restated Agreement, or equivalent HUD form as approved by OMB, provides a detailed description of the required elements of the Annual MTW Plan.

f. The Annual MTW Plan will be submitted to HUD only after:

   (i) The Agency has provided for citizen participation through public hearing and other appropriate means and is approved by the Board of Commissioners or Directors, as applicable, and

   (ii) The Agency has taken into account public comments on the program design, including comments from current tenants/participants, to the extent such comments were provided. To document the foregoing, the Agency will submit with the Annual MTW Plan documentation that at least one public hearing was held, that the Plan was available for public comment for at least thirty (30) days, and that the Agency took no less than fifteen (15) days between the public hearing and the approval of the Plan by the Board of Commissioners or Board of Directors in order to incorporate any public comments into the Annual MTW Plan. The Agency will submit these documents to HUD in accordance with Attachment B, or equivalent HUD form as approved by OMB, and will keep these documents on file for HUD review.

g. HUD shall notify the Agency in writing if HUD objects to any provisions or information therein. When the Agency submits its Annual MTW Plan seventy-five (75) days in advance of its fiscal year, HUD will respond to the Agency within seventy-five (75) days. If HUD does not respond to the Agency within seventy-five (75) days after an on-time receipt of the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan, the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan is approved and the Agency is authorized to implement that Plan. If HUD does not receive the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan seventy-five (75) days before the beginning of the Agency’s fiscal year, the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan is
not approved until HUD responds. Reasons that HUD may object to a provision or information in the Annual MTW Plan include, but are not limited to, the following:

(i) The information required in Attachment B, or equivalent HUD form as approved by OMB, is not provided or is deemed insufficient;

(ii) The Agency’s planned MTW activities are not permissible under MTW Authority or are inconsistent with requirements outside the 1937 Act\(^3\);

(iii) The Agency’s planned MTW activities do not have a clear connection to the statutory goal of the MTW demonstration, which is to provide Agencies with the flexibility to design and test various approaches for providing and administering housing assistance that: (a) reduce cost and achieves greater cost effectiveness in Federal expenditures; (b) give incentives to families with children whose heads of household are either working, seeking work, or are participating in job training, educational or other programs that assist in obtaining employment and becoming economically self-sufficient; and (c) increase housing choices for low-income families; or

(iv) There are other good cause factors, such as material misrepresentation, in the submission.

h. Once HUD approves an MTW Activity, the activity shall remain approved as long as it is included in the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan submissions subsequent to the initial approval of the MTW Activity. The approval shall remain in effect until such time as the Agency proposes to modify the activity, initiative, or program.

2. Annual MTW Reports

a. The Agency will prepare Annual MTW Reports, which will compare the Agency’s activities with its Annual MTW Plan. The Annual MTW Report will provide the information necessary for HUD to assess the Agency’s activities, in both regular operations and in activities authorized by MTW.

b. Three (3) copies of the Annual MTW Report shall be submitted to HUD: one copy will be provided to HUD Headquarters in hard-copy, one copy to HUD Headquarters in electronic format (i.e., PDF, or Word), and one copy to the Agency’s local HUD Field Office.

c. The Annual MTW Report will be submitted to HUD for its review annually, no later than ninety (90) days after the end of the Agency’s fiscal year.

\(^3\) Even if HUD approves a MTW Plan that is inconsistent with an external requirement, such as a state law requirement, the Agency is still subject to the external requirement.
d. Attachment B of this Restated Agreement, or equivalent HUD form as approved by OMB, provides a detailed description of the required elements of the Annual MTW Report.

e. HUD shall notify the Agency in writing if HUD requires additional information or clarifications to the information provided in the Annual MTW Report.

f. All HUD forms and other reporting mechanisms required by this Restated Agreement, including any required certifications, will, where appropriate, be included in either the Annual MTW Plan or the Annual MTW Report.

3. HUD reserves the right to request, and the Agency agrees to provide, any information required by law or required for sound administration of the public housing and Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher programs.

B. Other Data Submission Requirements.

1. The Agency will submit HUD-50058 data and/or HUD-50058 MTW (or their replacement forms) data to HUD’s Public and Indian Housing Information Center (PIC) system, or its successor. (Note that the use of the HUD-50058 MTW form is restricted to the MTW agencies that have implemented MTW Activities that prevent use of the standard 50058 form.) These submissions will be in compliance with HUD’s 50058 and/or 50058 MTW submission requirements for MTW public housing authorities. The Agency will maintain current building and unit information in the development module of the PIC Inventory Management System (IMS).

2. The Agency will provide basic data about the Agency (e.g., address, phone number, e-mail address, etc.) to HUD through the PIC/IMS system, or its successor system.

3. The Agency will complete an annual audit pursuant to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-133 (including the Compliance Supplement, as determined by the auditor to be relevant to MTW). The A-133 Audit must be submitted to HUD in accordance with HUD regulations; a separate copy of the most recently completed audit must be submitted to the Office of Public Housing Investments, or its successor Headquarters Office responsible for national oversight of the MTW demonstration.

4. The Agency will provide data to HUD through FDS, or its successor system, as required by the Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS) regulations and procedures as they may be amended.

5. The Agency will provide HUD with an electronic version of the Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy and Administrative Plan upon HUD’s request.

6. The Agency will provide HUD with a Performance and Evaluation Report for Capital Fund activities not included in the MTW Block Grant by包括ing this
as a supplement to Attachment B, or equivalent HUD form as approved by OMB.

In addition to the reporting requirements listed above, the Agency is required to comply with any and all HUD reporting requirements that are not specifically waived by HUD.

C. **Annual MTW Monitoring Site Visit.** HUD and/or its contractors will conduct at least one formal Site Visit to the Agency each year. The purpose of these visits will be to confirm reported Agency activities, to review the status and effectiveness of the Agency’s MTW strategies, and to identify and resolve outstanding MTW related issues. The Agency shall give HUD and/or its contractors unimpeded access to all requested sources of information including access to files, access to units, and an opportunity to interview Agency staff and assisted residents.

D. **Single Point of Contact.** HUD and the Agency shall each appoint a liaison as a single point of contact in implementing the Restated Agreement.

**VIII. Termination and Default**

A. If the Agency violates this Restated Agreement, HUD is authorized to take any corrective or remedial action described in this Article VIII for Agency default. HUD will give the Agency written notice of any default. The Agency will have the opportunity to cure such default within 30 days of the date of said notice, or to demonstrate within said time period, by submitting substantial evidence satisfactory to HUD, that it is not in default. If the default is not susceptible to being cured within said 30 day period, the Agency will demonstrate, to HUD’s satisfaction, that the Agency has taken actions necessary to cure the default and that the default is curable within 90 days from the date of the default notice. Additionally, the Agency must covenant to prosecute such cure diligently and complete such cure within the 90 day period, unless HUD, in its sole judgment, determines that immediate action is necessary, and therefore has discretion to institute the remedies under Section VIII.C. of this Restated Agreement.

B. The following are reasons that HUD may declare the Agency in default of this Restated Agreement:

1. The Agency has not corrected HUD identified performance deficiencies within a reasonable period of time;
2. Material misrepresentation in the application process that led to the Original MTW Agreement or this current Restated Agreement;
3. Use of funds subject to this Restated Agreement for a purpose other than as authorized by this Restated Agreement;
4. Material noncompliance with legislative, regulatory, or other requirements applicable to this Restated Agreement;
5. Material breach of this Restated Agreement; and/or
6. Material misrepresentation in the Annual MTW Plan or Report submission by the Agency.

C. If the Agency is in default, HUD may, among other remedies, undertake any one or all of the following remedies:

1. Suspend payment or reimbursement for any MTW activities affected;

2. Suspend the Agency’s authority to make draws or receive or use funds for affected activities;

3. Change the method of payment to the Agency;

4. Require additional reporting by the Agency on the deficient areas and the steps being taken to address the deficiencies;

5. Require the Agency to prepare and follow a HUD-approved schedule of actions and/or a management plan for properly completing the activities approved under this Restated Agreement;

6. Suspend the MTW waiver authorization for the affected activities;

7. Prohibit payment or reimbursement for any MTW Activities affected by the default;

8. Require reimbursement by the Agency to HUD for amounts used in violation of this Restated Agreement;

9. Reduce/offset the Agency’s future funding;

10. Terminate this Restated Agreement and require the Agency to transition out of MTW;

11. Take any other corrective or remedial action legally available; and/or

12. Implement administrative or judicial receivership of part or all of the Agency.

D. The Agency may choose to terminate this Restated Agreement at any time. Upon HUD’s receipt of written notification from the Agency and a copy of a board resolution approving termination, termination will be effective. The Agency will then begin to transition out of MTW, and will work with HUD to establish an orderly phase-out of MTW activities, consistent with Section IV C of this Restated Agreement.
This Agreement, including all Attachments, is effective upon execution, except as otherwise provided herein.

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF

________________________________

BY: ____________________________

ITS: ____________________________

Date: __________________________

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

BY: ____________________________

ITS: Assistant Secretary

Date: __________________________

Amended and Restated MTW Agreement
Form 50900: Elements for the Annual MTW Plan and Annual MTW Report

Attachment B

to

AMENDED AND RESTATED MOVING TO WORK AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
AND
AGENCY

The information on this form is being collected so the Department is able to respond to Congressional and other inquiries regarding outcome measures obtained and promising practices learned throughout the Moving to Work (MTW) demonstration. The information reported through this form is not confidential. Respondents will report outcome information to accurately evaluate the effects of MTW policy changes on residents, the Agency's operations and the local community. The estimated burden per year per Agency is 81 hours. Responses to the collection of information are required to obtain a benefit or to retain a benefit. The Agency may not conduct or sponsor, and are not required to respond to, a collection of information unless that collection displays a valid OMB control number. All MTW Agencies will provide the following required elements in their Annual MTW Plans and Reports, consistent with the requirements of Section VII of the standard Amended and Restated Agreement, and will follow the following order and format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Annual MTW Plan</th>
<th>Annual MTW Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Introduction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Table of Contents, which includes all the required elements of the Annual MTW Plan; and</td>
<td>A. Table of Contents, which includes all the required elements of the Annual MTW Report; and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Overview of the Agency's MTW goals and objectives for the year, including new and ongoing MTW activities. An MTW activity is defined as any activity the Agency is engaging in that requires MTW flexibility to waive statutory or regulatory requirements.

II. General Housing Authority Operating Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Housing Stock Information:</th>
<th>B. Leasing Information - Planned – this information is estimated and may be subject to change during the Plan year.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of public housing units at the beginning of the year;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General description of any planned significant capital expenditures by development (&gt;30% of the Agency's total budgeted capital expenditures for the fiscal year);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of any new public housing units to be added during the year by development (specifying bedroom size, type, accessible features, if applicable);</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of public housing units to be removed from the inventory during the year by development specifying the justification for the removal;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of MTW Housing Choice Vouchers (HCV) units authorized;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-MTW HCV units authorized; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HCV units to be project-based during the Plan year, including description of each separate project.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of MTW HCV authorized at the end of the Plan year, discuss any changes over 10%;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-MTW HCV authorized at the end of the Plan year, discuss any changes over 10%;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HCV units project-based during the Plan year, including description of each separate project; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview of other housing managed by the Agency, eg., tax credit, state-funded, market rate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Overview of the Agency's ongoing MTW goals and objectives.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated total number of MTW PH units leased in the Plan year;</td>
<td>Total number of MTW PH units leased in Plan year;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated total number of non-MTW PH units leased in the Plan year;</td>
<td>Total number of non-MTW PH units leased in Plan year;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated total number of MTW HCV units leased in the Plan year;</td>
<td>Total number of MTW HCV units leased in Plan year;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipated total number of non-MTW HCV units leased in the Plan year;</td>
<td>Total number of non-MTW HCV units leased in Plan year;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of anticipated issues relating to any potential difficulties in leasing units (HCV or PH).</td>
<td>Description of any issues related to leasing of PH or HCVs; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional in Plan: Number of project-based vouchers in-use at the start of the Plan year.</td>
<td>Number of project-based vouchers committed or in use at the end of the Plan year, describe project where any new vouchers are placed (include only vouchers where Agency has issued a letter of commitment in the Plan year).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C. Waiting List Information</th>
<th>C. Waiting List Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of anticipated changes in waiting lists (site-based, community-wide, HCV, merged); and</td>
<td>Number and characteristics of households on the waiting lists (all housing types) at the end of the plan year; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of anticipated changes in the number of families on the waiting list(s) and/or opening and closing of the waiting list(s).</td>
<td>Description of waiting lists (site-based, community-wide, HCV, merged) and any changes that were made in the past fiscal year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**III. Non-MTW Related Housing Authority Information (Optional)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. List planned sources and uses of other HUD or other Federal Funds (excluding HOPE VI); and</th>
<th>A. List planned vs actual sources and uses of other HUD or other Federal Funds (excluding HOPE VI); and</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. Description of non-MTW activities proposed by the Agency.</td>
<td>B. Description of non-MTW activities implemented by the Agency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV. Long-term MTW Plan (Optional)**

| Describe the Agency’s long-term vision for the direction of its MTW program, extending through the duration of the MTW Agreement. | Describe the Agency’s long-term vision for the direction of its MTW program, extending through the duration of the MTW Agreement. |
### V. Proposed MTW Activities: HUD approval requested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(provide the listed items below grouped by each MTW activity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Describe each proposed MTW activity;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Describe how each proposed activity relates to at least</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>one of the three statutory objectives;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Identify and discuss the anticipated impact of each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>proposed MTW activity on the stated objective;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Describe baselines, proposed benchmarks, and metrics to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assess outcomes, include anticipated schedules;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Describe the data collection process and the proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metrics the Agency will use to measure how this activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>will achieve one or more of the MTW statutory objectives;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Cite the authorization(s) detailed in Attachment C or D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of this Restated Agreement that give the Agency the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flexibility to conduct the activity. Every reasonable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effort will be made by the Agency to reference the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complete and correct statute or regulation application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to a particular initiative; however, failure to cite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the correct or entire statute or regulation will not be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grounds for disapproval of such initiative in an Annual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTW Plan nor will such failure invalidate the use of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the MTW authority necessary to implement and support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the initiative; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Provide the following information for any rent reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initiatives:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Agency’s Board approval of policy;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Impact Analysis;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Annual reevaluation of rent reform initiative;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Hardship case criteria;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Transition period; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>· Documentation of public hearing (may be same as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Plan hearing).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(All proposed activities that are granted approval by HUD will be reported on in Section VI as “ongoing activities.”)
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### VI. Ongoing MTW Activities: HUD approval previously granted

(provide the listed items below grouped by each MTW activity)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. List activities continued from the prior plan year(s); specify the Plan Year in which the activity was first identified and implemented;</th>
<th>A. List activities continued from the prior Plan year(s); specify the Plan Year in which the activity was first identified and implemented;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. Provide an update on the status of the activity;</td>
<td>B. Provide detailed information on the impact of the activity and compare against the proposed benchmarks, and metrics to assess outcomes, including if activity is on schedule. For rent reform initiatives, describe the result of any hardship requests. [The Agency will need to develop benchmarks and evaluation metrics for all ongoing MTW activities. For MTW activities that were implemented prior to the execution of this Amended and Restated Agreement, the Agency does not have to provide this information for past years. The Agency will establish the benchmarks and metrics in the first year that it Reports under this new format.];</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. For the Plan year, indicate if the Agency anticipates any changes, modifications, or additions to Attachment C authorizations; and</td>
<td>C. If benchmarks were not achieved or if the activity was determined ineffective, provide a narrative explanation of the challenges, and, if possible, identify potential new strategies that might be more effective;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Describe if the Agency is using outside evaluators.</td>
<td>D. If benchmarks or metrics have been revised; identify any new indicator(s) of activities status and impact (e.g. after 2 years of rent reform only 6 hardship cases);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. If data collection methodology has changed, describe original data collection methodology and any revisions to the process or change in data collected;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. If a different authorization from Attachment C or D was used than was proposed in the Plan, provide the new authorization and describe why the change was necessary; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
G. Cite the specific provision(s) of the Act or regulation that is waived under MTW (as detailed in Attachment C or D of this Restated Agreement) that authorized the Agency to make the change, and briefly describe if and how the waived section of the Act or regulation was necessary to achieve the MTW activity. With respect to requirements related to statutory or regulatory cites, the following is agreed: Every effort will be made by the Agency to reference the complete and correct statute or regulation application to a particular initiative; However, failure to cite to the correct or entire statute or regulation will not be grounds for disapproval of such initiative in an Annual Plan nor will such failure invalidate the use of the MTW authority necessary to implement and support the initiative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VII. Sources and Uses of Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. List planned sources (Operating, Capital, HCV) and uses of MTW funds;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. List planned sources and uses of State or local funds;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. If applicable, list planned sources and uses of the COCC;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. If using a cost allocation or fee-for-service approach that differs from 1937 Act requirements, describe the deviations and the reasons therefore; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. List or describe use of single-fund flexibility, if applicable, describe uses across traditional program lines or special circumstances in support of an MTW activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Optional - List reserve balances at beginning of the Plan year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Optional - In Plan Appendix, provide planned sources and uses by AMP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VIII. Administrative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Agency will provide the following:</th>
<th>The Agency will provide the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Resolution signed by the Board of Commissioners, or other authorized PHA official if there is no Board of Commissioners, adopting the Annual MTW Plan Certification of Compliance (provided at the end of this Attachment B); and</td>
<td>A. Description of progress on the correction or elimination of observed deficiencies cited in monitoring visits, physical inspections, or other oversight and monitoring mechanisms, if applicable;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Description of any planned or ongoing Agency-directed evaluations of the demonstration, if applicable.</td>
<td>B. Results of latest Agency-directed evaluations of the demonstration, as applicable;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. Performance and Evaluation Report for Capital Fund activities not included in the MTW Block Grant, as an attachment to the Report; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Certification that the Agency has met the three statutory requirements of: 1) assuring that at least 75 percent of the families assisted by the Agency are very low-income families; 2) continuing to assist substantially the same total number of eligible low-income families as would have been served had the amounts not been combined; and 3) maintaining a comparable mix of families (by family size) are served, as would have been provided had the amounts not been used under the demonstration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Certifications of Compliance with Regulations:
Board Resolution to Accompany the Annual Moving to Work Plan

Acting on behalf of the Board of Commissioners of the Public Housing Agency (PHA) listed below, as its Chairman or other authorized PHA official if there is no Board of Commissioners, I approve the submission of the Annual Moving to Work Plan for the PHA fiscal year beginning ________, hereinafter referred to as "the Plan", of which this document is a part and make the following certifications and agreements with the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) in connection with the submission of the Plan and implementation thereof:

1. The PHA published a notice that a hearing would be held, that the Plan and all information relevant to the public hearing was available for public inspection for at least 30 days, that there were no less than 15 days between the public hearing and the approval of the Plan by the Board of Commissioners, and that the PHA and conducted a public hearing to discuss the Plan and invited public comment.
2. The Agency took into consideration public and resident comment before approval of the Plan by the Board of Commissioners or Board of Directors in order to incorporate any public comments into the Annual MTW Plan;
3. The PHA will carry out the Plan in conformity with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Fair Housing Act, section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
4. The PHA will affirmatively further fair housing by examining their programs or proposed programs, identify any impediments to fair housing choice within those programs, address those impediments in a reasonable fashion in view of the resources available and work with local jurisdictions to implement any of the jurisdiction's initiatives to affirmatively further fair housing that require the PHA's involvement and maintain records reflecting these analyses and actions.
5. The PHA will comply with the prohibitions against discrimination on the basis of age pursuant to the Age Discrimination Act of 1975.
7. The PHA will comply with the requirements of section 3 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, Employment Opportunities for Low-or Very-Low Income Persons, and with its implementing regulation at 24 CFR Part 135.
8. The PHA will comply with requirements with regard to a drug free workplace required by 24 CFR Part 24, Subpart F.
9. The PHA will comply with requirements with regard to compliance with restrictions on lobbying required by 24 CFR Part 87, together with disclosure forms if required by this Part, and with restrictions on payments to influence Federal Transactions, in accordance with the Byrd Amendment and implementing regulations at 49 CFR Part 24.
10. The PHA will comply with acquisition and relocation requirements of the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 and implementing regulations at 49 CFR Part 24 as applicable.
11. The PHA will take appropriate affirmative action to award contracts to minority and women's business enterprises under 24 CFR 5.105(a).

12. The PHA will provide HUD or the responsible entity any documentation that the Department needs to carry out its review under the National Environmental Policy Act and other related authorities in accordance with 24 CFR Part 58.

13. With respect to public housing the PHA will comply with Davis-Bacon or HUD determined wage rate requirements under section 12 of the United States Housing Act of 1937 and the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act.
14. The PHA will keep records in accordance with 24 CFR 85.20 and facilitate an effective audit to determine compliance with program requirements.
15. The PHA will comply with the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act and 24 CFR Part 35.
16. The PHA will comply with the policies, guidelines, and requirements of OMB Circular No. A-87 (Cost Principles for State, Local and Indian Tribal Governments) and 24 CFR Part 85 (Administrative Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements to State, Local and Federally Recognized Indian Tribal Governments).
17. The PHA will undertake only activities and programs covered by the Plan in a manner consistent with its Plan and will utilize covered grant funds only for activities that are approvable under the Moving to Work Agreement and Statement of Authorizations and included in its Plan.

18. All attachments to the Plan have been and will continue to be available at all times and all locations that the Plan is available for public inspection. All required supporting documents have been made available for public inspection along with the Plan and additional requirements at the primary business office of the PHA and at all other times and locations identified by the PHA in its Plan and will continue to be made available at least at the primary business office of the PHA.

PHA Name

PHA Number/HA Code

I hereby certify that all the information stated herein, as well as any information provided in the accompaniment herewith, is true and accurate. Warning: HUD will prosecute false claims and statements. Conviction may result in criminal and/or civil penalties. (18 U.S.C. 1001, 1010, 1012; 31 U.S.C. 3729, 3802)

Name of Authorized Official

Title

Signature

Date
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ATTACHMENT C

STATEMENT OF AUTHORIZATIONS

TO
AMENDED AND RESTATED MOVING TO WORK AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
AND
AGENCY

A. General Conditions

1. This Statement of Authorizations describes the activities that the Public Housing Authority (Agency) may carry out under the Moving to Work (MTW) Demonstration program, subject to the terms and conditions of the Amended and Restated Moving to Work Demonstration Agreement (Restated Agreement) between the Agency and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

2. Unless otherwise provided in Attachment D of the Restated Agreement, the Agency’s MTW Demonstration Program applies to all of the Agency’s public housing assisted units (including Agency-owned properties and units comprising a part of mixed-income, mixed finance communities) tenant-based Section 8 voucher assistance (hereinafter referred to as the "Housing Choice Voucher Program"), Section 8 project-based voucher assistance under Section 8(o) and Homeownership units developed using Section 8(y) voucher assistance.

3. The purpose of the Statement of Authorizations is to delegate to the Agency the authority to pursue locally driven policies, procedures and programs with the aim of developing better, more efficient ways to provide housing assistance and incentives to self-sufficiency to low, very-low, and extremely low-income families. The authorizations listed in this Attachment C are granted fully without requiring any additional HUD authorizations, as necessary to implement the activities described in the Annual MTW Plan. The Agency may proceed with activities based upon these authorizations once the activity has been included in the Annual MTW Plan, in accordance with Attachment B, and HUD has approved the Plan and activities. HUD will review and approve these documents to ensure that the Annual MTW Plan has provided meaningful citizen participation, taking into account comments from a public hearing and any other comments on the proposed program, as well as providing for, receiving, and meaningfully considering comments from current and prospective residents who would be affected. HUD will also review in order to ascertain that these activities are within the MTW authorizations provided by HUD.

4. The Agency reaffirms that it will comply with all applicable nondiscrimination and equal opportunity requirements set forth in 24 CFR 5.105(a), and will administer its programs and activities in a manner affirmatively to further fair housing. In particular, the Agency
must make reasonable modifications and accommodations needed by applicants and residents and must make units accessible in accordance with the Needs Assessment and Transition Plan as required under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and its implementing regulations.

B. Authorizations Related to Both Public Housing and Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers

1. Single Fund Budget with Full Flexibility

   This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 8 and 9 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982, and 990 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

   a. The Agency may combine funding awarded to it annually pursuant to Section 8(o), 9(d) and 9(e) of the 1937 Act into a single, authority-wide funding source ("MTW Funds"). However, section 9(d) funds are still subject to the obligation and expenditure deadlines and requirements provided in section 9(j) despite the fact that they are combined in a single fund. The funding amount for the MTW Funds may be increased by additional allocations of housing choice vouchers to which the Agency is entitled over the term of the Agreement. Special purpose vouchers will not be included in the MTW Funds during their initial term, though some may be included in the MTW Funds upon renewal.

   b. The Agency may use MTW Funds for any eligible activity under Sections 9(d)(1), 9(e)(1) and Section 8(o) of the 1937 Act. Within the scope of the permissible eligible activities, the Agency can carry out the purposes of the MTW Demonstration Program to provide flexibility in the design and administration of housing assistance to eligible families, to reduce cost and achieve greater cost effectiveness in Federal expenditures, to give incentives to families with children where the head of household is working, seeking work, or is preparing for work by participating in job training, educational programs, or programs that assist people to obtain employment and become economically self-sufficient, and to increase housing choices for low-income families, through activities that would otherwise be eligible under sections 8 and 9 of the 1937 Act, including, but not limited to, the following activities:

      i. Provision of Capital funds or operating assistance to housing previously developed or operated pursuant to a contract between HUD and the Agency or newly acquired or developed pursuant to section ii below.

      ii. The acquisition, new construction, reconstruction or moderate or substantial rehabilitation of housing (including, but not limited to, assisted living, or other housing as deemed appropriate by the Agency, in accordance with its mission), or commercial facilities consistent with the objectives of the demonstration. Such activities may include but are not limited to real property acquisition, site improvement, development of utilities and utility services and energy efficiency systems, conversion, demolition, financing, administration and planning costs, relocation and other related activities; provided, however, that prior HUD
approval is required for the development of any incremental public housing units, pursuant to Section 9(g)(3) of the 1937 Act.

iii. The provision of housing or employment-related services or other case management activities, such as housing counseling in connection with rental or homeownership assistance, energy auditing, activities related to the provision of self-sufficiency and other services, employment counseling, education, training and other services related to assisting tenants, owners, contractors, and other persons or entities participating or seeking to participate in other housing or training and educational activities assisted pursuant to this section.

iv. The provision of management services, including preparation of work specifications, loan processing, inspections, tenant selection, management of tenant and project-based rental assistance and management of housing projects or other facilities or operations developed under this program.

v. The provision of safety, security, and law enforcement measures and activities appropriate to protect residents of housing from crime.

vi. The provision of Housing Choice Voucher assistance or project-based rental assistance (under Section 8(o)), alone or in conjunction with other private or public sources of assistance.

vii. The preservation of public housing and/or Housing Choice Voucher units currently serving people of low income or the acquisition and/or development of new units for people of low income, provided that all rehabilitation and construction is done in accordance with the requirements of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and where applicable, the design and construction requirements of the Fair Housing Act.

viii. If the Agency chooses to establish single fund flexibility, the Agency is authorized to use housing assistance payments for purposes other than payments to owners, so long as these purposes are consistent with other eligible uses of section 8 and section 9 funds.

c. These activities may be carried out by the Agency, by an entity, agent, or instrumentality of the Agency, a partnership, a grantee, contractor, or other appropriate party or legal entity.

d. The Agency's expenditures must comply with OMB Circular A-87, which provides basic guidelines for the use of federal funds, and with this MTW Agreement.

e. The Agency may use capital funds (including development and replacement housing factor funds) in accordance with this Agreement.
2. **Partnerships with For-Profit and Non-Profit Entities**
   The Agency may partner with for-profit and non-profit entities, subject to 24 C.F.R. Part 85 and 941.602(d), including, mixed-income, mixed-finance development partners and third party management companies, as well as affiliates and instrumentalities of the Agency (“Agency Partners”), to implement and develop all or some of the initiatives that may comprise the Agency’s MTW Demonstration Program. The Agency may, with respect to MTW eligible activity and when working with or partnering with such partners, make available to Agency Partners the least restrictive regulatory requirements allowable based on Agency’s participation in the MTW Demonstration Program and that agreements with Agency Partners may reflect the implementation of less restrictive regulatory requirements. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 13 and 35 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 941 Subpart F as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

3. **Definition of Elderly Family**
   The Agency is authorized to amend the definition of elderly to include families with a head of household or family member who is at least 55 years old, and must be in compliance with the all Fair Housing Requirements, in particular the Housing for Older Persons Act of 1995. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 3 (b)(3) and (G) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 5.403 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

4. **Transitional/Conditional Housing Program**
   The Agency may develop and adopt new short-term transitional housing programs, consistent with an eligible use of section 8 and 9 funds, with supportive services in one or more buildings in collaboration with local community-based organizations and government agencies. Successful participants in these programs will be eligible for transfer to the Agency’s public housing or housing choice voucher programs. The Agency will ensure that these programs do not have a disparate impact on protected classes, and will be operated in a manner that is consistent with the requirements of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. More specifically, under no circumstances will residents of such programs be required to participate in supportive services that are targeted at persons with disabilities in general, or persons with any specific disability. In addition, admission to any of the programs developed under this section will not be conditioned on the presence of a disability or a particular disability. This section is not intended to govern the designation of housing that is subject to Section 7 of the 1937 Act. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 941, and 960 Subpart B as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

5. **Investment Policies**
   Subject to HUD approval, the Agency is authorized to adopt investment policies consistent with state law to the extent such policies are in compliance with applicable OMB circulars and other federal laws. The Agency shall invest only in securities authorized under state law that will allow the flexibility to invest productively and efficiently. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 6(c)(4) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.156 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*
C. **Authorizations Related to Public Housing Only**

1. **Site Based or Geographic Area Waiting List System**
   The Agency is authorized to implement a locally designed waiting list system in lieu of the specific procedural requirements of 24 C.F.R. Part 903 provided that it provides applicants with a reasonable choice of location in accordance with title VI of the Civil Rights Act, the Fair Housing Act, and other applicable civil rights requirements. The Agency may implement additional site-based waiting lists under this MTW Agreement. Such additional site-based waiting lists will be developed, at the Agency's option, to address various situations, including, but not limited to the following: (1) any existing or new or mixed-income, mixed finance communities; (2) any on-site and/or off-site public housing replacement units developed in support of the Agency’s redevelopment or HOPE VI efforts, if any; (3) any specially designated public housing or project-based communities; and (4) combining or separating waiting lists for Section 8 tenant-based or project-based assistance, public housing rental communities, homeownership opportunities, and mixed-income, mixed-finance communities. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 6(r) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 903.7 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

2. **Local Preferences and Admission and Continued Occupancy Policies and Procedures**
   The Agency is authorized to develop and adopt local preferences and admission policies and procedures for admission into the public housing program in lieu of HUD statutes, regulations or other requirements based in the 1937 Act so long as the families assisted qualify as low income, and that the total mix of families assisted meets the requirements of part I.C of the Amended and Restated MTW Agreement. The Agency is required to revise the Admissions and Continued Occupancy Policy (ACOP), to implement changes in public housing occupancy policy as a result of the MTW program. Regardless of changes to the Agency’s adopted ACOP policies and procedures, the Agency must comply with Sections I(B)(1) and II(D) of this Agreement. The Agency is subject to state and local preferences law. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 3 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 960.206 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

3. **Deconcentration Policy**
   The Agency is authorized to develop and adopt a local policy designed to provide for deconcentration and income mixing in public housing communities. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 16(3)(B) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 903.2 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

4. **Initial, Annual and Interim Income Review Process**
   The Agency is authorized to restructure the initial, annual and interim review process in the public housing program in order to affect the frequency of the reviews and the methods and process used to establish the integrity of the income information provided. In addition, the Agency is expressly authorized to adopt a local system of income verification in lieu of the current HUD system. For example, the Agency may implement alternate time frames for validity of verification or adopt policies for verification of income and assets through sources other than those currently allowed under the 1937 Act. *This authorization waives certain provisions of sections 3(a)(1) and 3(a)(2) of the 1937 Act.*
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Act and 24 C.F.R. 966.4 and 960.257, as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

5. Use of Public Housing as an Incentive for Economic Progress
The Agency is authorized to modify current public housing occupancy policies to use housing as an incentive for making economic progress, as long as Section II.C. of the MTW Agreement is adhered to. Such modifications may include revising maximum income limits for admission or continued occupancy. Families denied admission or continued occupancy shall continue to be entitled to the right to an informal hearing. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 6(c) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 960.201, as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

6. Incentives for Underutilized Developments
The Agency is authorized to develop and offer incentives that will attract applicants to developments, or portions thereof, which have been difficult to market. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 3(a)(2) and 3(a)(3)(A) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 960 subpart B as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

7. Simplification of the Development and Redevelopment Process for Public Housing
This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 4, 5, 9, 24, 32 and 35 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 941 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

a. The Agency may, at its own discretion, allow any authorizations and regulatory relief granted to the Agency pursuant to this MTW Agreement to inure to the benefit of the Agency’s Partners with respect to MTW eligible activities, and HUD hereby agrees to the amendment of any and all evidentiaries necessary to implement the least restrictive regulatory requirements allowable.

b. The Agency is authorized to establish reasonable low-income homeownership programs, such as a lease-to-own program, that are not limited by the existing public housing homeownership requirements, provided that units can only be sold to current public housing residents and that any disposition of current public housing units must be approved in advance by HUD. Any disposition application will be submitted and processed in accordance with this Agreement.

8. Streamlined Demolition and Disposition Procedures
The Agency may choose to follow HUD’s “Streamlined Processing Instructions for Disposition, Demolition, and Disposition/Demolition Applications from MTW Agencies.”

The Agency is authorized to simplify property management practices as follows:

a. The Agency is authorized to deploy a risk management approach in establishing property and system inspection protocols and frequencies in lieu of the HUD requirements of annual inspections by Agencies, as long as these protocols assure that housing units assisted under the demonstration meet housing quality standards approved or established by the Secretary. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 6 (f) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 902-Subpart B as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.
b. The Agency is authorized to develop and adopt a new form of local lease and establish community rules, grievance procedures, tenant self-sufficiency requirements and reasonable tenant fees based on proven private management models (subject to State and local laws), provided that no-cause evictions are not permitted. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 6 (l) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 966 Subparts A and B as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

10. Special Admissions and Occupancy Policies for Certain Public Housing Communities

The Agency is authorized to involve a broad spectrum of community stakeholders, including advocacy groups, in a process to explore and adopt reasonable restrictions for occupancy of specific public housing buildings in the Agency’s inventory. Buildings, or portions of buildings (floors, units), may be designated as Smoke-Free, Pet-Free or Assisted Living (or other similar reservations). The Agency may establish admissions preferences in order to establish these special occupancy requirements. A key goal of this initiative will be to ensure that the Agency is able to maintain and improve the quality of life in the Agency communities. These reservations or policies must not have a disparate impact on protected classes and must be operated in a manner that is consistent with the requirements of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. Any such designations or policies will include adequate safeguards for the disabled, including protections for disabled persons who are Agency residents and those seeking housing assistance. Residents can voluntarily participate in any of the services provided. Once adopted, the designations or policies will be updated and reviewed as part of the Annual MTW Plan and Report submitted by the Agency for HUD’s review. In particular, the Agency will review the demographic make-up of its current resident population and applicants to assess the need for and support any changes to its designations or policies. This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 3, 6, 7, 16, and 31 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 945 subpart C, 960 Subparts B, D, E and G as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

11. Rent Policies and Term Limits

The Agency is authorized to determine family payment, including the total tenant payment, the minimum rent, utility reimbursements and tenant rent. The Agency is authorized to adopt and implement any reasonable policies for setting rents in public housing including but not limited to establishing definitions of income and adjusted income, or earned income disallowance that differ from those in current statutes or regulations. The Agency is authorized to adopt and implement term limits for its public housing assistance. Such policies must include provisions for addressing hardship cases. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 3(a)(2), 3(a)(3)(A) and Section 6(l) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 5.603, 5.611, 5.628, 5.630, 5.632, 5.634 and 960.255 and 966 Subpart A as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

12. Design Guidelines

The Agency is authorized to establish reasonable and modest design guidelines, unit size guidelines and unit amenity guidelines for development and redevelopment activities that will replace HUD guidelines with guidelines that reflect local marketplace conditions for quality construction in its locality so long as all units meet housing quality standards approved by the Secretary. This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 4, 5, and 9 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 941.202, 941.203, 941.401, and 941.403 as
necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

13. Site Acquisition
The agency is authorized to acquire sites without prior HUD approval, provided that the agency certifies that HUD site selection requirements have been met. This authorization waives certain provisions of 24 C.F.R. 941.401 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

14. Commercial Business Venture
The Agency is authorized to enter into commercial business ventures as part of its neighborhood revitalization or affordable housing strategies or other strategies designed to serve as catalysts for revitalization of public housing or surrounding communities. Any venture must be consistent with eligible uses of funds under Sections 8 and 9 of the 1937 Act. This authorization waives certain provisions of 24 C.F.R. 941 subpart F as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

15. Available Property
The Agency is authorized to make available public housing property including dwelling and non-dwelling spaces and vacant land for the purpose of providing services, programs and capital improvements that benefit residents and program participants. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 9 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 990 Subpart B as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

16. Total Development Cost (TDC) limits
The agency is authorized to establish reasonable cost formulas for development and redevelopment activities that will replace HUD’s TDC limits in order to reflect local marketplace conditions for quality construction in its locality. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 6(b) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 941.306 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

D. Authorizations Related to Section 8 Housing Choice Vouchers Only

1. Operational Policies and Procedures
The Agency is authorized to determine the following basic operational policies and procedures for all Section 8 assistance the Agency is provided under section 8(o) of the 1937 Act:

a. The Agency is authorized to determine the term and content of Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) contracts to owners during the term of the MTW demonstration. However, any revised HAP contract must include language noting that the funding for the contract is subject to the availability of Appropriations. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(7) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.162 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan;

b. The Agency is authorized to determine the length of the lease period, when vouchers expire and when vouchers will be reissued. This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 8(o)(7)(a), 8(o)(13)(F) and 8(o)(13)(G) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.303, 982.309 and 983 Subpart F as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan;
c. The Agency is authorized to define, adopt and implement a reexamination program that differs from the reexamination program currently mandated in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(5) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.516 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan;*

d. The Agency is authorized to determine a damage claim and/or vacancy loss policy and payment policy for occupied units that differs from the policy requirements currently mandated in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. Damage and vacancy authority are subject to state and local laws. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(9), of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.311 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan;*

e. The Agency is authorized to determine the percentage of housing voucher assistance that it is permitted to project-base, and criteria for expending funds for physical improvements on those units that differs from the percentage and criteria requirements currently mandated in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(13) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 983 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan;*

f. The Agency is authorized to determine property eligibility criteria, including types of units currently prohibited by Section 8 regulations, as well as shared living facilities. If the Agency chooses to use this authorization, it will need to provide a transition plan to both the affected residents and HUD prior to the end of the demonstration. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(p) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 983.53-54 and 982 Subparts H and M as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan; and*

g. The Agency is authorized to establish its own portability policies with other MTW and non-MTW housing authorities. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(r) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982 Subpart H as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

2. Rent Policies and Term Limits

a. The Agency is authorized to adopt and implement any reasonable policy to establish payment standards, rents or subsidy levels for tenant-based assistance that differ from the currently mandated program requirements in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. The Agency is authorized to adopt and implement any reasonable policies to calculate the tenant portion of the rent that differ from the currently mandated program requirements in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 8(o)(1), 8(o)(2), 8(o)(3), 8(o)(10) and 8(o)(13)(H)-(I) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.508, 982.503 and 982.518, as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan;*
b. The Agency is authorized to determine contract rents and increases and to determine the content of contract rental agreements that differ from the currently mandated program requirements in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 8(o)(7) and 8(o)(13) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.308, 982.451 and 983 Subpart E as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan*;

c. The Agency is authorized to develop a local process to determine rent reasonableness that differs from the currently mandated program requirements in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(10) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.507 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan*; and

d. The Agency is authorized to implement term limits for HCV units designated as part of the MTW demonstration. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 8(o)(7) and 8(o)(13)(F)-(G) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982 Subpart L and 983 Subpart E as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

3. **Eligibility of Participants**

   a. The Agency is authorized to determine income qualifications for participation in the rental assistance program that differ from the currently mandated program requirements in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations, as long as the requirements that i) at least 75 percent of those assisted under the demonstration are “very low-income” as defined in section 3(b)(2) of the 1937 Act, ii) substantially the same number of low-income persons are assisted under the demonstration as would be without the MTW authorizations contained herein, and iii) a comparable mix of families are assisted under the Agreement as would have been otherwise in Section I.C. of the MTW Agreement are met. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 16(b) and 8(o)(4) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 5.603, 5.609, 5.611, 5.628, and 982.201 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan*; and

   

b. The Agency is authorized to adopt and implement any reasonable policy for verifying family income and composition and for determining resident eligibility that differ from the currently mandated program requirements in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. *This authorization waives certain provisions of 24 C.F.R. 982.516 and 982 Subpart E, as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

4. **Waiting List Policies**

   The Agency is authorized to determine waiting list procedures, tenant selection procedures and criteria and preferences, including authorizing vouchers for relocation of witnesses and victims of crime that differ from the currently mandated program requirements in the 1937 Act and its implementing regulations. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 8(o)(6), 8(o)(13)(J) and 8(o)(16) of the 1937 Act*
5. Ability to Certify Housing Quality Standards
The Agency is authorized to certify that housing assisted under MTW will meet housing quality standards established or approved by HUD. The certification form will be approved or provided by HUD. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(8) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982, Subpart I as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.

6. Local Process to Determine Eligibility
The Agency is authorized to adopt a local process for determining whether units meet certain eligibility requirements, provided such requirements are part of the 1937 Act. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(13) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 983 Subpart D as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan. This includes, but is not limited to, the following:

a. The minimum expenditure requirement and the timing of rehabilitation and construction of units.

b. The type of funds that may be used to rehabilitate or construct units.

c. Procedures to determine whether or not units meet the Agency’s requirements regarding rehabilitation and construction, including what information is required to be submitted by owners to the Agency.

7. Establishment of an Agency MTW Section 8 Project-Based Program
The Agency is authorized to develop and adopt a reasonable policy and process for project-basing Section 8 tenant-based leased housing assistance, which includes the components set forth below:

a. The Agency is authorized to project-base Section 8 assistance at properties owned directly or indirectly by the Agency that are not public housing, subject to HUD’s requirements regarding subsidy layering. If the Agency chooses to project-base Section 8 assistance at such properties, the Agency recognizes and accepts that such units would no longer be eligible for operating subsidy provided under Section 9(e) of the 1937 Housing Act or for future capital funds provided under section 9(d) for those units if it chooses to use this authorization. Project-based assistance for such owned units does not need to be competitively bid, nor are the owned units subject to any required assessments for voluntary conversion. This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 8(o)(13)(B and D) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.1, 982.102 and 24 C.F.R. Part 983 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan;

b. The Agency is authorized to establish a reasonable competitive process or utilize an existing local competitive process for project-basing leased housing assistance at units that meet existing Housing Quality Standards, or any standards developed by the Agency pursuant to this MTW Agreement and approved by the Secretary, and that are owned by non-profit, or for-profit housing entities. This authorization waives certain provisions of 24 C.F.R. 983.51 as necessary to implement the
Agency’s Annual MTW Plan;

c. The Agency is authorized to duly adopt, according to the requirements of local law, alternate standards for determining the location of existing, newly constructed or substantially rehabilitated housing to receive subsidy; provided, however, that in lieu of the Site Selection Standards currently set forth in 24 C.F.R. Section 983.57, the agency will comply with the following requirements:

i. The Agency will comply with the Fair Housing Act and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and implementing regulations thereto, in determining the location of newly constructed or acquired public housing units.

ii. Units may be located in the agency’s jurisdiction, including within, but not limited to, the following types of urban areas: (1) an area of revitalization that has been designated as such by the governing jurisdiction, including Redevelopment Areas and Enhanced Enterprise Communities, (2) an area where public housing units were previously constructed and were demolished, (3) a racially or economically impacted area where the agency plans to preserve existing affordable housing, (4) in connection with a HOPE VI or other HUD funded master planned development, (5) in areas where a needs analysis indicates that subsidized housing represents a low percentage of the total number of housing units in the area, or (6) relocating units to an area with a lower concentration of public housing units.

iii. Conduct a housing needs analysis indicating that there is a real need for the housing in the area; and

iv. When developing or substantially rehabilitating six or more Section 8 project-based units, the agency will: (1) advise current residents of the subject properties and representative community groups in the vicinity of the subject property by letter to resident organizations and by public meeting, of the agency’s revitalization plan; and (2) certify to HUD in its Annual MTW Report that the comments from Residents and representative community groups have been considered in the revitalization plan. Documentation evidencing that the agency has met the stated requirements will be maintained at the housing authority and submitted to HUD in its Annual MTW Report.

d. All units that receive project-based Section 8 assistance must meet either (i) existing HQS standards established by the Secretary or (ii) a local standard for communities receiving project-based Section 8 assistance developed by the Agency and approved by the Secretary pursuant to this MTW Agreement, as applicable. This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(8) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982 Subpart I as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.
8. **Homeownership Program**

a. The Agency is authorized to establish reasonable Section 8 homeownership programs that are not limited by the existing Section 8 homeownership requirements. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 8(o)(15) and 8(y) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.625 through 982.643 inclusive as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan; and*

b. The Agency is authorized to permit current public housing residents who are on a merged waiting list to obtain a Section 8 homeownership voucher. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Sections 8(o)(15) and 8(y) of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 982.625 through 982.643 inclusive as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*

E. **Authorizations Related to Family Self Sufficiency**

The Agency is authorized to operate any of its existing self-sufficiency and training programs, including its Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS) Program and any successor programs exempt from certain HUD program requirements. These may include those requirements governing program size or participation, including whether to establish escrow accounts and other rent incentives and whether to establish mandatory self-sufficiency participation requirements. If the Agency receives dedicated funding for an FSS coordinator, such funds must be used to employ a self-sufficiency coordinator. In developing and operating such programs, the Agency is authorized to establish strategic relationships and partnerships with local private and public agencies and service providers to leverage expertise and funding. However, notwithstanding the above, any funds granted pursuant to a competition must be used in accordance with the NOFA and the approved application and work plan. *This authorization waives certain provisions of Section 23 of the 1937 Act and 24 C.F.R. 984 as necessary to implement the Agency’s Annual MTW Plan.*
FIRST AMENDMENT
TO THE
MOVING TO WORK AGREEMENT

This First Amendment to the Moving to Work (MTW) Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into by and between the United States of America through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD") and __________________________ ("Agency") and is effective as of the effective date of the MTW Agreement, as defined below. Unless otherwise defined herein, all capitalized terms used herein shall have the same meanings ascribed to them in the Agreement.

AGREEMENT

1. **Termination.** Termination of the Agreement by HUD in accordance with Section IV of the MTW Agreement may only occur in accordance with the default and cure provisions of Section VIII of the Agreement, as modified by this First Amendment. The second sentence of Section VIII of the Agreement is deleted and replaced with the following: "HUD will give the Agency written notice of any default which shall identify with specificity the measures which the Agency must take to cure the default."

2. **Remedies and Due Process.** HUD must follow all applicable statutory and regulatory requirements relating to any defaults and enforcement actions pertaining to this Agreement.

3. **Evaluation of MTW Demonstration.** If developed by HUD, HUD’s evaluation plan for the MTW Demonstration may be reviewed by the Agency in advance of implementation by HUD. The Agency has thirty (30) days to review the evaluation criteria and any objections to the evaluation will be forwarded to HUD for further consideration.

4. **Extension of Successful Demonstration Initiatives.** HUD will consider extending successful demonstration activities beyond the term of the MTW demonstration where legally permissible. To the extent that MTW activities will not continue past the term of the demonstration, the Agency shall fully cooperate with HUD in developing and implementing a transition plan for terminating the Agency’s MTW demonstration program and providing for the continued administration of the public housing and Section 8 programs, as applicable.

5. **Section I.E.** Section I.E. of the Agreement is deleted.

6. **Local Asset Management Program Within MTW.** Section II.F. of the Agreement is deleted and the following is substituted in lieu thereof:

   F. **Local Asset Management Program.**

      1. The Agency may design and implement a local asset management program for its Public Housing Program and shall describe such program in its Annual MTW Plan (or in its Annual MTW Report, if the Agency deems it appropriate). For purposes of this
Agreement, the term “Public Housing Program” means the operation of properties owned or subsidized by the Agency that are required by the U.S. Housing Act of 1937 (42 U.S.C. 1437, et seq.) to be subject to a public housing declaration of trust in favor of HUD. The Agency’s local asset management program shall include a description of how it is implementing property-based management, budgeting, accounting, and financial management and any deviations from HUD’s asset management requirements, as described below. The Agency may use the Annual MTW Report to provide information on asset management fees, including documentation in support of fees, allocation methodologies, indirect cost rates, and related items in support of the Agency’s local asset management program for its Public Housing Program. The Agency agrees that as part of its local asset management program it will adopt cost accounting and financial reporting methods that comply with OMB Circular A-87 (regarding cost allocation, and hereinafter, “A-87”), OMB Circular A-133 (regarding audit requirements), and generally accepted accounting practices (“GAAP”).

2. HUD and the Agency agree that the following principles and understandings apply to the Agency’s local asset management program for its Public Housing Program:

   a. Costs incurred by the Agency under this Agreement must be necessary and reasonable, meet the statutory objectives of the MTW program, and be consistent with the single-fund budget authority described in this Agreement.

   b. Under A-87, there is no universal rule for classifying costs as either direct or indirect. A cost may be direct with respect to some specific service or function, but indirect with respect to the final cost objective.

   c. Costs shall be accorded consistent treatment. A cost may not be assigned as a direct cost if any other cost incurred for the same purpose in like circumstances has been allocated as an indirect cost; each item of cost will be treated consistently in like circumstances as either a direct or indirect cost.

   d. Costs shall be determined in accordance with GAAP.

   e. Costs must be adequately documented, as agreed upon by HUD and the Agency.

   f. Requirements under 24 CFR 990.280 (b) (5) and other HUD guidance pertaining to excess cash flow for purposes of fungibility among projects will not apply to the Agency. The Agency will retain full authority to move MTW funds and project cash flow among projects, without limitation, under its local asset management program.

   g. The Agency agrees that in designing its local asset management program for its Public Housing Program, it will use HUD’s asset management requirements (such as the chart of accounts, balance sheet, and direct/indirect cost determinations) as a starting point; provided, however, that the Agency may, in its discretion, deviate from such requirements if it describes such deviations and the reasons for such deviations in its local asset management program.
h. HUD shall modify the systems and reports described in Section 2 below, to accommodate any differences between HUD asset management requirements and the Agency’s local asset management program.

i. If the Agency implements a fee-for-service approach, then HUD shall consider the Agency’s fee income to be de-federalized.

3. **Period of Experimentation.** The Agency may use its local asset management program to test and develop accounting practices designed to support and complement the fungibility of public housing and voucher funds that may be combined under the MTW demonstration program (“MTW Funds”) and the programmatic flexibility provided under the MTW program. This period of experimentation for its Public Housing Program shall be available to the Agency until the negotiated rule making authorized in 24 CFR 990 is completed and a rule adopted. At that time, HUD and the Agency shall mutually determine the effect of said rulemaking on such cost accounting system, and how such a system can be continued.

4. **Identification of Cost Approach Under A-87.** The local asset management program will describe the Agency’s cost accounting system. Cost accounting options available to the Agency include:

   a. **Fee-for-service methodology.** The Agency may establish a fee-for-service methodology that:

      i. Is consistent with 24 CFR Part 990 (with respect to operating funds for the Public Housing Program), uses property level management, accounting, and budgeting, and establishes a Central Office Cost Center (COCC);

      ii. With such justification as is required by A-87, allows for fees that exceed the levels set forth by HUD asset management requirements with respect to operating funds for the Public Housing Program;

      iii. Allows the Agency to apply local determinations with respect to front line, prorated, and shared resources, fee costs, and other aspects of such requirements, to meet the objectives of the MTW program. Such determinations, when they differ from HUD’s requirements, must be specifically noted in the Agency’s local asset management program;

      iv. In making local determinations with respect to front line and fees, the Agency acknowledges that cost must be treated in a consistent manner; and

      v. When fees established by the Agency exceed HUD guidelines the Agency agrees to justify such fees and that the Agency’s annual audit shall include a review and test of fee reasonableness.

   b. **Indirect cost rate methodology.** In accordance with A-87, the Agency may elect to establish a cost allocation methodology, instead of a fee-for-service methodology, to allocate direct and indirect costs and establish an indirect cost rate.
The cost allocation plan along with the indirect cost rate shall be described in the local asset management program. The Agency agrees to justify the indirect cost rate established and that the Annual Audit shall include a review and test of the rate’s reasonableness.

5. **Establishment of Cost Objectives under MTW**

   a. **Multiple cost objectives.** If the Agency establishes multiple cost objectives (such as separate cost objectives for public housing properties, vouchers, capital funds, and services) under its MTW agreement, it may elect to use a fee-for-service methodology for one objective and an indirect cost rate methodology for other objectives, provided that the same cost objective may not use both a fee-for-service and a cost allocation/indirect cost rate methodology.

   b. **Option for a Single Cost Objective.** In accordance with A-87, the Agency may propose in the Annual MTW Plan that its MTW program is a single cost objective and may establish a cost accounting plan that uses a single indirect cost rate for the entire MTW program, which may include operating funds provided for the Public Housing Program. In doing so, the Agency agrees to provide a description of the cost accounting plan as part of its local asset management program, including how the indirect cost rate is determined (such as the grouping of costs and distribution base), and how that rate is applied across major functions. Use of such a single cost objective is subject to the Annual MTW Plan or Report approval process.

7. **Financial Reporting.** The Agency agrees to describe how it has assigned costs as part of its local asset management program in its Annual MTW Plan. The Agency agrees that irrespective of the cost accounting method selected above, a project-level accounting system will be used to track costs at the asset management property level. Any differences between the local asset management program and HUD’s asset management requirements will be described in its AnnualMTW Plan and Report in order to facilitate recording of actual property costs and submission of such cost information to HUD.

The Agency agrees to submit information to HUD through the following reporting systems, provided that HUD, in cooperation with the Agency, shall modify such systems, as necessary, so that they are capable of accepting reports from the Agency, as to both form and content, in a manner that is consistent with the Agency’s authorizations under this Agreement and with the implementation of MTW:

(a) PIH Information Center (PIC);
(b) Voucher Management System (VMS);
(c) HUD Financial Data Schedule (FDS) on an annual basis; and
(d) The Annual Audit, with necessary supplemental schedules.

All such reporting shall be to the extent necessary for the Agency to report MTW activities consistent with the MTW Agreement. Should a report not be modified for MTW the Agency will continue to submit information through the Annual MTW Plan and Report.
The Agency may, in satisfaction of the annual audit requirement, submit its independently audited Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR), prepared consistent with its MTW financial structure and GAAP, and including supplemental un-audited balance sheets and income and expense statements for public housing properties.

All reporting under this section shall be subject to and shall not interfere with the Agency’s right to combine and use public housing operating funds, public housing capital funds, and Section 8 voucher funds for the activities and in the manner described in the MTW Agreement.

HUD shall not limit through any asset management requirements or otherwise, including through any other provision of this Addendum or the MTW Agreement to the extent there is a conflict with this Attachment D, the Agency’s ability (as provided in the MTW Agreement), to use a single fund budget as an authority-wide funding source for MTW activities.

8. **Other Reporting.**

**Annual Plan and Report Under Attachment B.** HUD affirms that it has obtained Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) approval for the information collection currently required by Attachment B to the Agency’s Original MTW Agreement (HUD Form 50900, OMB Control Number 2577-0216; and hereafter, “Original Attachment B”). The Agency is not required to use the Attachment B to this Agreement (hereafter, “Revised Attachment B”), until such time as HUD has obtained approval from OMB of such Revised Attachment B.

Subject to the paragraph immediately above, the Agency agrees to submit information in accordance with Revised Attachment B for the fiscal year following such OMB approval; provided, however, that:

i. if OMB does not approve a Revised Attachment B at least 120 days prior to the date for submission of the MTW Plan, then the Agency may defer compliance with Revised Attachment B until submission of the Annual MTW Plan and Report in the subsequent fiscal year;

ii. the Annual MTW Report for a given fiscal year will use the same form of Attachment B as was used for that fiscal year’s Annual MTW Plan; and

iii. the Agency and HUD agree to use the first submission of Revised Attachment B to identify any problems and potential improvements in its use, as to both form and substance, and that HUD and the Agency will work together to modify Revised Attachment B, as necessary, in order to improve it as an information tool for subsequent fiscal years. The Agency and HUD further agree that Revised Attachment B may require modifications in subsequent years of the MTW Agreement and that HUD will facilitate a process to solicit comments from the Agency and modify Revised Attachment B as necessary.

**CFDA Number.** HUD affirms that it has received a Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (“CFDA”) number from OMB for the MTW program. HUD will create a corresponding compliance supplement to assist auditors in performing the required audits of the Agency. HUD will develop such compliance supplement in consultation with the Agency and shall direct, and hereby does direct, any auditor of the Agency to consider such supplement and other related...
supplements and OMB Circulars in determining the compliance requirements that could have a direct and material effect on the Agency’s participation in the MTW program. The MTW compliance supplement issued by HUD shall have an effective date that provides the Agency with sufficient notice for implementation.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this First Amendment to be executed by their duly authorized representatives.

THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF
_______________________________________
By: _________________________________
Its: _________________________________
Date: _______________________________

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

By: _________________________________
Its:   Assistant Secretary
Date: _______________________________
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Goal</td>
<td>A goal is a broad vision of what an Agency hopes to achieve with its MTW authorization.</td>
<td>All agency goals should relate to at least one of the three statutory objectives.</td>
<td>An Agency may adopt a goal of Streamlining the Rent Process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>An objective is a specific and tangible issue that will be addressed by an MTW activity.</td>
<td>Objectives are measurable.</td>
<td>An Agency’s rent streamlining objective may be to reduce the staff time needed to conduct household recertifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MTW Activity</td>
<td>An activity is the strategy to achieve the objective.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The Agency may choose to transition to a biennial recertification schedule for fixed-income households.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Metric</td>
<td>A metric is the unit of measure that quantifies the changes that might occur as a result of the MTW activity.</td>
<td>Metrics should be a numeric unit, so that they provide a measurable value in order to track progress.</td>
<td>The Agency may choose to measure the hours of staff time saved each year by transitioning to a biennial recertification schedule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>A baseline is the performance level that was being achieved prior to the implementation of the MTW activity.</td>
<td>A good baseline is key to a good evaluation.</td>
<td>Prior to the adoption of a biennial recertification schedule, determine the number of staff hours annually that are spent to complete the annual recertifications of fixed-income households.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>A benchmark is the projected outcome of the MTW activity.</td>
<td>If changes are expected to gradually occur over time, several benchmarks may be established.</td>
<td>If fixed-income households transition to a biennial recertification schedule, how many staff hours does the Agency anticipate saving each year?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Output</td>
<td>An output is the product, service or event of the MTW activity.</td>
<td></td>
<td>In transitioning to a biennial recertification schedule, the Agency trains staff, informs residents, and completes recertifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>An outcome is the actual, measured result of the implemented MTW activity.</td>
<td></td>
<td>After the Agency fully transitions to a biennial recertification schedule, how many staff hours were actually saved?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
<td>MTW Activity Name</td>
<td>A. MTW Initiative Description</td>
<td>B. MTW Statutory Objective</td>
<td>C. Anticipated impacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank you for your participation in the 2009 Moving to Work Conference. Your feedback is important to us as we plan for next year’s Conference. Please take a few moments to complete the anonymous survey below and the attached feedback sheets on each of the four afternoon concurrent sessions you attended.

Completed surveys can be placed in the box marked ‘SURVEYS’ on the registration table.

Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 4. If you have no response, please mark “No Response.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Poor</th>
<th>2 Average</th>
<th>3 Above Average</th>
<th>4 Excellent</th>
<th>No Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Quality of Conference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Conference Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Depth of Conference Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability of Conference Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of Locating Sessions and Meeting Rooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality of Meeting Space and Accommodations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpfulness of Conference Staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please provide the name of the session(s) that provided the most useful information.__________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Please provide the name of the session(s) that provided the least useful information.__________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
What topics would you like to see covered at the next conference?

What would make the next conference better?

Other feedback, suggestions, comments:
Concurrent Session Feedback Form  
Group #1 – Monday, April 28, 2009 – 2:00 pm ET

Name of Session Attended: ____________________________________________

Time of Session: ____________________________________________________

Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 4.  
If you have no response, please mark “No Response.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Poor</th>
<th>2 Average</th>
<th>3 Above Average</th>
<th>4 Excellent</th>
<th>No Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Quality of the Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Depth of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator’s Effectiveness in Responding to Questions or Making Arrangements for an Answer via Follow-Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What points of information were most valuable in this session? __________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

What are your suggestions for improving this session? __________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have any other comments or feedback relating to this session? __________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
Concurrent Session Feedback Form  
Group #2 – Monday, April 28, 2009 – 3:45 pm ET

Name of Session Attended: 

Time of Session: 

Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 4. If you have no response, please mark “No Response.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Poor</th>
<th>2 Average</th>
<th>3 Above Average</th>
<th>4 Excellent</th>
<th>No Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Quality of the Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Depth of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator’s Effectiveness in Responding to Questions or Making Arrangements for an Answer via Follow-Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What points of information were most valuable in this session?

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

What are your suggestions for improving this session?

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have any other comments or feedback relating to this session?

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Concurrent Session Feedback Form  
Group #3 – Tuesday, April 29, 2009 – 10:00 am ET

Name of Session Attended: ____________________________________________

Time of Session: ____________________________________________________

Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 4.  
If you have no response, please mark “No Response.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Poor</th>
<th>2 Average</th>
<th>3 Above Average</th>
<th>4 Excellent</th>
<th>No Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Quality of the Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Depth of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator’s Effectiveness in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding to Questions or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making Arrangements for an</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer via Follow-Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What points of information were most valuable in this session?________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

What are your suggestions for improving this session?________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have any other comments or feedback relating to this session?____________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
**Concurrent Session Feedback Form**

*Group #4 – Tuesday, April 29, 2009 – 2:00 pm ET*

Name of Session Attended: _________________________________________________________

Time of Session: _________________________________________________________________

Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 4. If you have no response, please mark “No Response.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 Poor</th>
<th>2 Average</th>
<th>3 Above Average</th>
<th>4 Excellent</th>
<th>No Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall Quality of the Session</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Depth of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability of Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitator’s Effectiveness in Responding to Questions or Making Arrangements for an Answer via Follow-Up</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What points of information were most valuable in this session? ________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

What are your suggestions for improving this session? ________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have any other comments or feedback relating to this session? ______________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________